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The Grist
I
i
published by the
Class of 1924
KINGSTON, RHODE ISLAND VOL. XXiV
I
To
Paul S. Burgess, Ph.D.
A true friend and loyal supporter of Rhode Island
State College and the Class of 1 924. we respect
fully dedicate this volume.
I

i
FOREWORD
I.
I
I
To Our Readers:
It is with pleasure and pride that we present
this volume for your approval. Wc hope it may
fulfill your fondest expectations.
May it be a source of enjoyment to you, not
only during your undergraduate days, but also in
the years that are to follow.
May you cherish it as one of the lasting reminis
cences of your happiest hours, and, when you
open its time worn pages, may it carry you back
to your beloved Alma Mater.
Should this volume accomplish any one of these
objectives, we shall feel that the Grist of the
Class of 1924 has been a success.
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FACULTY
Howard Edwards, A.M., LL.D. President
* K *: * K i): A.M.. Randolph-Macon College. 1876: Student. University of Leipzig.
1877-1878: Student in Paris. 1878: Teacher. Bethel Academy. Va.. 1878-1880: Teacher,
Bingham School. N. C 1880-1882: Acting Principal of Bethel Academy. Va.. 1882-
1884: Principal. Tuscumbia Academy. Ala.. 1884 1885: Profcssorof English and Modern
Languages. University of Arkansas. 1885-1890: Profcssorof English and Modem Lan
guages. Michigan Agricultural College. 1890-1906: LL.D.. Univeisity of Arkansas. 1891:
Leave of Absence in Erance and England. 1891-1892: Entered upon duties as President of
Rhode Island State College. 1906: LL.D.. Brown University. 1914: Vice-President of
Association ol Land Grant Colleges. 1921.
John Barlow. A.M. Professor of Zoology
A V: Ii K:* K fl": B.S. Middlebury College. 1895: A.M. Brown University. 1896:
Assistant Biologist. R. I, Experiment Station. 1898: Professor of Biology. Fairmount
College. 1898 1901 : Appointed Professor of Zoology, Rhode Island State College. 1901.
Marshall Henry Tyler, B.S. Professor of Mathematics
(-) A X: BS . Amherst College. 1897: Instructor at St. Marks. 1897-1898: Appointed
Master ol Preparatory School. 1898: Appointed Professor of Mathematics. 1906.
George Edward Adams, M.Agr. Professor of Agronomy
P I K: B.S.. Rhode Island State College. 1894: Student. Cornell University. 1897 and
1899-1901: Assistant in Horticulture. R. I. Experiment Station. 18951901: Assistant in
Agriculture. 1901-1906: Associate in Agronomy. 1906: State Statistical Agent. U. S.
Deparlment of Agricullure. 1901: Appointed Professor of Agriculture. 1907: Appointed
Dean of Agriculture. 1917.
Andrew Edward Stene. M.S. Director of Extension Service
Graduate. School of Agricullure. University of Minnesota. 1891: College of Agriculture.
University of Minncsoia, l,S'i7; Icichct. Public Schools. Minnesota. 1891, 1892, 1894
and 1895: Student, Educaiiunal Ciourscs. University of Minnesota. 1897-1898: Principal
of Schools. Ashby. Minn.. 1898 19UI: Graduate Student. Cornell University. 1901-1902;
M.S.A. . 1902: Assistant in Horticulture. Rhode Island Slate College. 1903-1904; Ento
mologist. State Board of Agriculture. 1904: Appoinled Superintendent of Extension
Service. 1904: Appointed Director of Extension Service. 1914: Appointed State Leader
County Agent Work. 1916.
Samuel Harvey Webster, B.S. Professor of Civil Engineering
* K *; 2 V: A.B.. Waynesburg College. Pa.. 1893: Instructor. Jackson High School.
Mich.. 1894-1896: Instructor. Washington Stale College. 1896-1903: Student. Leland
Stanford University. 1903-1904: B.S.. University of Illinois. 1906: Instructor in Civil
Engineering. Oklahoma State College. 1907: Appoinled Professor of Civil Engineering.
1907.
Royal Linfield Wales, B.S. Professor of Mechanical Engineering
* K *: A X A: B.S.. MassachuseUs ln.Milutc o( Icchnologv, 19(12: Instructor. Massachu
setts Institute of Technology. 1902 I'^u-l , InMrii.ior in .Mechanical Engineering. North
Carolina State College. 1904-1905: Assislanl Prolcs.sor ui Expcrimcnlal Engineering. Uni
versity of Tennessee. 1905-1908: Appointed Professor ol Mechanical Engineering. 1908:
Dean of Deparlment of Engineering. 1909: Leave of Absence in Bureau of Standards.
Washington. D, C on Carburetor Research. Januaty I to September I. 1921,
Burt Laws Hartwell, Ph.D. Professor of Agricultural Chemistry
CSC:i:E:*K*; B.S. Massachusetts Agricultural College and Boston University.
1889: Associate Chemist. Massachusetts Agricultural Experiment Station. 1889; Appointed
First Assistant Chemist. R. I. Experiment Station. 1891 : M.S.. Massachusetts Agricultural
College. 1900: PhD.. University of Pennsylvania. 1903; Appointed Associate Chemist.
R. I. Experiment Station. 1903: Chemist. 1907; Professor of Agricultural Chemistry.
1908: Appointed Director of Experiment Station. 1912: Agronomist, 1913: Fellow in
American Association for the Advancement of Science.
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Herman Churchill. A.M. Professor of English and Histori/
Ben;*K*;*BK; AB.. Syracuse University. 1894: Summer Sessions. Chautauqua.
^i] N, Y.. Chicago University: A.M.. University ol Wisconsin. 1902: Instructor in High
Ly; Schools of N.Y.. Wis. and III.. 1894-1903: English Department. Northwestern University.
TO Evanston. 111,. 1903-1907; Head of English Department. Southwestern College. Winfield,
Jf Kan.. 1907-1909; Head of English Department. Nebraska Wesleyan University. 1909
fv!, ' 1912: Appoinled Professor of Rhetoric and Composition. 1912; Professor of English and
\ History. 1921.
John Everett Ladd, M.S,A. Professor of Animal Husbandry
]f e X; A Z; B.S,. New Hampshire State College. 1913; MS,A, at Purdue. Ind.. 1917:
Appointed Professor of Animal Husbandry at Rhode Island Stale College. 1918.
Charles Carroll, Ph.D. Professor of School Law and Administration
* n K; AB , Brown University. 1898: I LB , Harvard 1 aw School. 1901: Admitted lo
Rhode Island Bar, 1901; AM. nn.wn Universitv, I '' H , PI. P. Brown University.
'^ 1915: Instructor al Rhode Island N.'im.il Sch,.,! I 'M i. .X.sm.uil lo Rhode Island Com-
, Tl missioner of Educalion. 1916; Depolv M.ui- DiRM.-r uf \ ,..,i[.r,,.| Education. 1919:
^ ^^,,' Professor of School Law and Admini5lr.ilu.n, Rhudi- Khnid .Si.iic < ollege. 1919,
Grace E. Bird. Ph.D. Professor of Educational Psychology
PhB.. University of Chicago. M.A.. Columbia University, 1916; Ph.D.. Brown Univer
sity. 1918: Assistant in English. University of Chicago: Taught al High Schools in Mom..
III,. N. H.. and Rhode Island College of Education: Member of American Psychological
Association: Appoinled Professor of Educalional Psychology at Rhode Island Slate College.
1919.
, William Anderson. M.S. Professor of Electrical Engineering
2 S: * K *; BS, K.ins.is St,iTc Agricuhural College, 1818: Assistant in Mathematics.
Kansas State Agriculn.r.il rollf,,.,o, IS'^'l rHi2: Invlniaor in Physics and Electrical Engi
neering. Kansas Sl.ilc A. .icul[ur.il ( .-IIvbc I'm 1 I'm,,, MS. Kansas Stale Agricultural
College. 1906: Insini.i.M m PhvMcs ..nd I kati...l En^inccni.j, .Michigan College of Mines.
1906 1912: A M , ( urncll University. 1911; Assislanl Ptokssor of Mechanical Engineer
ing. 1912 I'll'. M,.hi.;.in College of Mines: Appoinled Professor of Physics and Electrical
Engineennn ... Rli.nK M.nd State College. 1919.
Joseph Waiti Inci . .M.A. Professor of Chemistry
X\ * K 'F: AB. Brown University. 1902: MA,. Brown University. 1904: Instructor in
r\\ Chemistry at Brown Univcrsily. 1902-1904: Instructor in Chemistry at Denison Univcr-
M] sily. 1904 1905: Dcmonslralor of Chemistry al McGill University. 1905-1908: Professor
- of Agricultural Chemistry at North Dakota Agricultural College. 1908 1919: Agricultural
Chemist at North Dakota Agricultural Experiment Station. 1908-1919; Appointed Profes
sor of Chemistry and Head of Chemistry Department. 1919
H. Louis Jackson, M.S. Professor of Industrial Chemistry
\ V BS , Massachusetts Inslilule of Technology. 1905: .MS.. Hamillon College, 1909:
Inslruclor al M, I, T, : Assistant Professor of Chemistry at University of Kansas: State
Chemist of Idaho: Overseas Service in Sanitary Corps. U. S. Army: Appointed Professor of
Industrial Chemistrv. 1919.
Mrs. Lillian L. Pi ppard. M.S. Professor of Home Economics
BS,. iVIichifan Agr.,ullur..l C.llcgc; M.S.. University of Chicago: Assistanl Professor of
Domestic Science and Domestic Art. Michigan Agricultural College. 1906-1913; Associate
Professor of Household Arts. Michigan Agricultural College. 1913-1918: University of
Chicago, 1916 1917: Member of National Council of Omicron Nu. 1913-1915: Secretary
of Michigan Home Economics Association. 191 3-1 91 7: Member of Michigan State Execu
tive Board of Red Cross. 1916-1918; Assistant Professor of Home Economics. Rhode
Island State College. 1918-1920; Appointed Professor of Home Economics. Rhode Island
State College. 1920.
Robert Marshall Brown Professor of Geology
* A e. 2 2: Brown A. B. '93; Harvard A. M, '02; Geologic Survey during the War:
Special Investigator of Petroleum. Pennsylvania Area for United Stales Government: Mem
ber of American Association of Geographers: Fellow A. A. A. S.: President National
Council of Geography Teachers: Captain U, S. Army Signal Corps; Author of numerous
books on Geology and Geography and Scientific Publications; on Editorial Stall of the
Journal of Geography.
121]
Henry G. May, Ph.D. Professor of Bacteriology
e X; * B K: S; * K *; BS. University of Rochester. 1913: PhD.. University
of Illinois. 1917: Junior Zoologist. Bureau of Animal Industry. Wash.. D, C. 1917-
1919; Bacteriologist. Central Medical Department Laboratory. Dijon. France. 1918 1919:
Profcssorof Biology. Mississippi College. 1919-1920; Appointed Professor of Bacteriology
at Rhode Island State College and Chief of Division of Animal Breeding and Pathology in
Experiment Slalion. 1920.
Paul S. Burgess. Ph.D. Chemist. R. I. Agr. Expt. Station
V I K: 2 E: K <I': * A Y: A X 2: BS,. Rhode Island Slale College. 1910: M.S..
University of Illinois, 1911; Instructor in B.icleriology. University ol Illinois. 1911-1912:
AssisMnl Prule^sor ,>1 Soil Chemistry and Baclenology. Univcrsily of California, |9|2
1915: Chief 0.em.M and Bacteriologist in the Experiment Station of ihe Hawaiian Sugar
Planlets' Association, Honolulu. I9I5-I9I9: Fellow in Agricullure. Univcrsily of Cal.
fornia. 1919-1920: PhD,. University of California. 1920: Professor of Chemistry. Rhode
Island .State College, and Associate Chemist. R. I Agr. Expt. Station. 1920-1922: Ap
pointed Chemist. R, I, Agr, Expt, Station. 1923.
Harold W. Browning. Ph.D. Professor of Roiunu
e X; * K *: 2 E; V A: * 2; BS,. Rhode Island State College. 1 'M 4 , Appo.niecl
Assistant Professor of Botany. University of Wisconsin. 1914-1916; M S Un.veis.iv ..I
Wisconsin. 1916: Fellow in Botany. University of Wisconsin. 1916-191', Inslruclor in
Botany. University of Wisconsin. 1919-1920: Ph.D.. University of Wisconsin. 1920:
Appointed Professor of Botany at Rhode Island Stale College. 1920
ALICE Leora Edwards, A.M.. Dean of Woinen
Professor of Home Economic.^
O N: * K *: B.S,. Oregon Agricultural College. 1906; AM, and Teachers Diploma,
Columbia University. 1917: Instructor in Zoology and Physiology. Oregon .Agricultural
College. 1909-1915: Assistanl in Biology. Teachers' College. Columbia University. 1915-
1917; Assistanl Professor of Nutrition. University of Minnesota. 19171918: Associate
in Home Economics L'n.vers.iv of Illinois. 1918-1921: Appointed Professor of Home
Economics. Rhode M.nd S.,,te C.llege. 1921: Dean of Women. 1923.
Georgi BUKUllXil \'ii is, ,\.R. Professor of Modern Languages
AB ll..rv..oi r,,!le.c 1 ,M .' Ph D . Cornell University. I 902 : Diplome Elementaire and
Diplcme Supeneur Alhin., I ..in.jise. Paris. 1908: has been Associate Professor al Cornell
University, Ohio Sl..le Universiiv, Iriniry College, Middlebury College, etc: Acting Pro
fessor of Languages at Richmond University. 1921: Appoinled Professor of Modern Lan
guages. 1922,
Claude G. Hammond, Captain, U. S. Army
Professor of Military Science and Tactics
Charles Lloyd Sweeting Professor of Business Administration
A.B.. Harvard. 1914: MA,. Syracuse University. 1922: School Principalships. Clifton.
N. j.: New Rochelle, N. Y.. 1914-1919; Statistician in U. S. Army. 1918: Training
Office, Federal Board for Vocational Education, 1919: In.slruclor and Assistant Professor.
Syracuse University. 1919-1923.
George Hollant) Baldwin Professor of Teacher Training in Agriculture
Supervisor in Public Schools ol Rhode Island: BS,. Rhode Island State College. 1915:
Practical Work with Da.iv Herd, Dexter Asylum. Providence. 1915: Animal Husbandman,
Extension Senice, li ISC. 1917-1919: Inslruclor in Agricullure, Colt Memoiial High
School. Bristol. R, I,. 1922 1923,
Grace Catherine Whaley Professor of Teachers' Training
Professor of Teachers' Training in Home Economics. R. I. Normal School. 1909: Ele
mentary School Work. 1909-1911: Student. Columbia University. 1911-1912: Instructor
in Home Economics. Providence Technical. 1911-1923: BE.. Rhode Island College of
Education. 1923; Appoinled Professor of Teachers' Training in Home Economics. R. I
State College. 1923.
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Frank William Keanev, A.B., "!> B K Physical Director and Coach
A.B.. Bales College. 1911; Sub-master and Inslruclor in Science and Mathematics and
Athletic Director at Putnam, Conn.. 191 I -1912: Sub-master and Instructor in Science
and Mathematics and Athletic Director at Woonsocket. R. I.. 1912-1917: Instructor in
Science and Athletic Director at Everett. Mass.. 1917-1920: Appointed Coach and Physical
Director and Inslruclor in Chemistry at Rhode Island State College. 1920.
Howland Burdick. B.S. Assistant Professor of Dairying
PIK: B.S., Rhode Island State College. 1896; Appointed Assistant in Agriculture and
Farm Superintendent. 1896: Appointed Instructor in Agriculture. 1900: Appointed Assist
ant Professor in Dairying. 1906,
Calvin Lester Coggins. B.S.
Assistant Professor of Physics and Electrical Engineering
B.S,. Rhode Island Slate College. 1907; Graduate Work. 1907-1909: Assislanl in Physics.
Ohio State University. 1909-1910; Assistant in Physics. Dartmouth College. 1910-1912:
Instructor in Physics. Slevens Institute of Technology. I9I2-I914: Appointed Assistant
Professor of Physics and Electrical Engineering. 1914: Associate Member of American
Physical Society.
Frank Hartwell Bills, B.S. Assistant Professor of Mathematics
B.S,. New Hampshire College. 1910: Appointed Instructor of Mathematics. Rhode Island
Stale College. 1910: Appointed Assistant Professor of Mathematics. Rhode Island State
College. 1917,
Hl-l.I N Fl l/Alil Tli Peck. A.B. Assistant Professor of English Literature
2 K ,A H Welleslev I'HH: Principal. Gilmanton Academy. 1906-1907; Vice-Principal.
S, i.ih K,,i;st,,. lli.;h SJiool, 1909-1915; Instructor. Rhode Island StateCollege. 1915:
Appo.nle.l Ass,st,,nl Professor of English Literature. July. 1919,
.Mabel DeWh T Eldred. B.S. Instructor in Drawing
BS . Rhode Island Slale College. 1895; Appointed Instructor in Drawing. 1897; Rhode
Island State College
Joseph Church, Captain, Infantry, U. S. A.
Assistant Professor of Military Science and Tactics
A.B.. Brown University. 1909: First Officers Training Camp. Plattsburg. N. Y. ; Commis
sioned First I icutcnant. Inf.. O, R, C. August 15. 1917: 304th Infantry. 1917-1918:
Adv.incecl Scci.on, S () S.. American E. F.. 1918-1919: 36th Infantry. 1920: Commis
sinned ( ipi.o. Inlinirv, July. 1920; Graduated. Infantry School. Camp Benning, Ga .
1"2I : Appoinled Assislanl Professor of Military Science and Tactics. Rhode Island State
C..>lle-ce I '12 I
.IniiN Rm.iigii HlDKII). B.S. Instructor in Mechanical Engineering
B S Rh,.de Island State College. 1900: Engaged in pracrical work. 1900-1905: Instructcir
in .Mechanical Engineering, Cornell University. 1905-1908; Appoinled Instructor in .Me
chanical Engineering, 1908.
Clarence Elmer Brett, B.S. Instructor in Poultry Husbandry
B.S,. Rhode Island Slale College. 1913: Instructor in New York State School. 1918:
Appointed Instructor in Poultry Husbandry. Rhode Island State College. 1918,
Frank F. Archibald Instructor in Mechanical Engineering
Apprenticeship in machine shop. Edinburgh. Scotland. 1894-1900: Staff Engineer al
Crighton Institution. Dumfree. Scotland. 1 900- 1903: Engineer at Victoria Flour Mills.
Glasgow. 1905-1905: Supervisor of Electrical Work at St, Leonard Engineering Works.
Edinliurgh: Master Mechanic at Loultit Laundry Co.. Providence. R. I., for five years:
Foreman for three years at Franklin Process Co.. Providence: Appoinled Instructor in
.Mechanical Engineering at Rhode Island State College. 1920.
Leslie A. Keegan. B.S. Instructor in Agronomy
PIK: B.S,. Rhode Island State College. 1919: Graduate Student and Inslruclor in
Agronomy. University of Maine. 1920; Appoinled Instructor in Agronomy. Rhode Island
Stale College. 19 20.
Frederick Bauer. B.S. Instructor in Zoology
BS,. Connecticut Agricultural College. 1920; MS.. 1922: Appoinled Instructor in
Zoology, 1922.
Herbert V. Marsh. B.S. Instructor in Horticulture
ATP: BS.. Massachusetts Agricultural College. 1915; Teaching Agricultural Subjects
at Gorham. N. H., 1916-1917: from 1917 to 1920 engaged in Teaching Agriculture in
High Schools in New Hampshire: Appointed Instructor in Horticulture at Rhode Island
State College. 1920.
1
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Mrs. Winifred M. Keaney, A.B.
I
(IV Instructor in Phi/.iical Training for Women
\J\ A.B.. Bates College. 1911; Undergraduate Assistant in Physical ICiining at Bates College.\ 1910: Taught Settlement House Woik. Buffalo. N, Y,, 1 'I I I . High School and Playground
/^M Work in Alton. N. H,. I9I2-I9I3; Assistant Principal. Palmeilon. Pa. Schools. 1913-
1914: Appoinled Director of Physical Educalion for Women at Rhode Island State College.
1921.
Waldemar S. McGuire, B.S. Instructor in Chemistry
BS,. Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 1918: Engaged in Practical Chemical Work
from 1918 to 1920: Instructor in Physics and Chemistry. Tufts College. 1920-1921:
Appointed Instructor in Chemistry at Rhode Island Stale College. 1921,
Winifred Hazen Instructor in Institutional Management
A Z: O N: BS , Oregon Agricultural College, 1921; Instructor in Institutional Manage
ment. Oregon Agriculture College. I92I-I922: Appointed Instructor in Institutional
Management. Rhode Island State College. 1922.
Ralph Porter Tittsler Instructor in Bacteriology
Pennsylvania State College, B. S. '22.
CarRICK Earl Wildon. B.S. Instructor in Horticulture
BS.. Massachusetts Agricultural College. 1916: Inslruclor in Floriculture at M, A, C, lot
two years, doing also Post Graduate Work in the Botanical Deparlment: Overseas as
Adjutant in U. S. Army. 1918-1919: in practical work on large estates; Appoinled
Instructor in Horticulture. 1922.
Clara Mae Taylor. B.S. Instructor m Home Economics
B.S., Teachers' Training College. Columbia University. 1920: MA,. Teachers' Training
College. Columbia University. 1923: Inslruclor in Home Economics. High School. Bridge
ton. N. J,. 1920-1921. 1921 1922; Appoinled Inslruclor in Home Economics. Rhode
Island Slate College. 1922,
George Warren Phillips. A.B. Instructor in Modem Languages
A.B.. Princeton University. 1917 1918; U, S. Field Artillery, in France one year;' 1920-
1922. Inslruclor. Hamburg High School. N. J.: Appointed Inslruclor in Modern Lang
uages. 192 2,
Marian E. Deats. A.B. Instructor in Botany
A.B.. Mount Holyoke College. |920; MA.. Syracuse University. 1922; Graduate Studenl
in Botany Department. Syracuse University, holding Teaching Fellowship in Botany. 1920-
1922,
Lloyd L. Tower Instructor in Mechanical Engineering
Graduate. U. S. Naval Academy. 1920: Staff Communication Officer and First Assistaiil
Engineer. U S, S Rochester. 1920: Gunnery. Torpedo. Alhlelic and Communication
Officer. U. S, S. Toucey. 1921: Chief Engineer. U, S. S. Toucey. 1922: Practical Work
wilh Manning. Maxwell and Moore. Inc.. 1922-1923.
Forman T. McLean. B.S. Plant Physiologist. Experiment Station
. j\
'
BS.. Sheffield Scientific School. 1907: MS,. Forestry School of Yale University. 1908
\fjS\ Ph.D.. Johns Hopkins University. 1914: Head of Planl Physiological Department. Uni-
Vy versity of the Philippines; with Botany Department. High School, Chico. California withI 'v I summers with Dr, D, T, McDougal. Coastal Laboratory for Plant Physiology of the Car
ncgie Institution of Washington, at Carmel. California. 1921-1923.
Henry B. Potter. M.D. College Physician
Lucy Comins Tucker Re!7islrar and Secretary to the President
Augustus Boss Davis. Jr. Bursar
William Joseph Whelan, B.S.: P I K Superintendent of Buildings
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Expenment Station Staff
Howard Edwards, A.M.. LL.D.. President of the College, ex officio Member
Burt L. Hartwell. Ph.D Director, Agronomy
Henry G. May. Ph. D Animal Breeding and Pathology
Paul S. Burgess, Ph.D Chemistry
Forman T. McLean, Ph,D IHant Physiology
John B. S.MITH, B.S. Associale. Chemistry
S. C. Damon, B.S. Assistant. I'ield F'..\perimcnts
F. K. Crandall. B.S. . Assistant, lu-ld I ^iwnmmis
Robert L. Jones, B.S. .\^.sisuiri. < 7;,7i,s(r./
Waldo L. Adams. B.S Aasisuwl. Chemistry
Walton H. Scott. B.S Assistant. Animal Breeding and Pathology
Ralph P. Tittsler, B.S. Assistant, Animal Breeding and Pathology
Nathaniel Helme , Meteorology
H. Alida Birch. Librarian
Cl Cj]
Extension Service Staff
Howard Edwards. A.M.. LL.D.. President of the College, ex officio Member
Andrew Edward Stene. M. S..
Director, and *State Leader in County Agent Work
Lorenzo Foster Kinney. Jr.. M.S. *State Leader in Club Work
Mrs. Hope Browne Minor, B.S.,
*State Leader in Home Demonstration Work
Thomas Edwin McLaughlin, B.S., fCounty Agent, Providence Co. District
Sumner D. Hollis \County Agent. Newport Co. District
Francis Spink Madison, B.S ^County Agent, Southern R. I. District
Laura M. Piadalue, B.S.,
^Home Demonstration Agent, Newport County Farm Bureau
N. Doris Kinne. B.S..
jHome Demonstration Agent. Southern R. I. Earm Bureau
-Mrs. Ruth M. Cruickshank, B.S..
jHome Demonstration Agent. Providence County Farm Bureau
In CO operation wilh United Slates Deparlment of Agriculture,
tin CO operation with the United States Department of Agricullure and Farm Bureaus,
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A long rough roc\d -^^^
5ut finely e^Senior
Do^ou wonder then
At the hau^^demeanor?
Class of 1924
President. Ja.MFS C. TwtEDELL
V tee-President. GracI' H. HARRIBINE
Treasurer LuKE CLARK
Secretary GLADYS J. L. PecKHAM
Honorary Member. PAUL S. BURGESS
There is nothing more encouraging to an unsophisticated Freshman class
than a hearty welcome to its College.
Full of encouragement, and eager to make a record, we as a class accepted
the challenge. Our Freshman year was, without doubt, the most exciting.
Will wc ever forget the Rope Pull? No, never! The Sophs had the honor of
being victorious, but wc wonder if they fully realized the fun that we Freshies
had wearing those red ribbon bands at the Formal dances. Even Dr. Burgess.
our honorary member, joined us in wearing this sign of defeat.
But we were not all for contests. "Let's put across" a Minstrel Show,
was our next slogan. It was something unusual for a class to do. The college
community was certainly entertained that night. Every Freshman participated.
and it was declared that the co-cds made fine chorus girls.
The second year found the class more experienced. Still, we looked to our
honorary member for enthusiasm and advice. Thus, the Soph Hop was care
fully planned and Lippitt Hall was transformed to a "fairylikc" winter scene.
How quickly those two years "slipped away!" Juniors then came our
opportunity to apply our training. The class began early to plan for Junior
Week, and the Prom was considered "the best time ever." Its Egyptian decora
tions were novel: the orchestra was first class; it had new features, luncheon
served at midnight in East Hall, and dancing until "Three O'clock in the
Morning."
Here we are on the "home stretch." the "survival of the fittest," working
earnestly to fulfill our duty. Wc have made no particular striking record, but
the one aim which the entire class is striving at is to make the 1924 GRIST a
financially as well as materially.
U9I
HiRAM William Barber Westerly, R. L
Barb" Hiram" Electrical Enginkbring
Engineering Society (3j : Class Track (2).
We didn't see much of "Hiram" the first two years, for daily
he wandered down the pike to Westerly, but siikc then he li.is
reformed and become a regular memlHt uf ilu' j;.ini;
'
in E.im
Hall. Hiram" has attained no aihUn. honors, hut hi' h.is
won the distinction of being the only in.in to Dutgruni
'
Pete' .
We suggest that he join the police force of Westerly because of
his adaptability as a "silent policeman ". He is a faithful student
and of a conscientious nature. These sterling qualities should
help him toward the goal of success.
Carl Bateman Manville, R. I.
"WmriiY
'
"SwEDi-;" Civil Enginehring
Class Basketball (I) (2); C7uss Football (2); Engtneenn<j
Society (3) (4).
Carl was somewhat of a quiet lad during his first two years
at college, but later we find him joining the ranks of the 'Delta
Tau Lambda's", where his heart was captured by some fair
young lady. As regularly as the clock strikes the hour, you can
find Carl in his three -cylindcred Ford headed southeastward.
He surely feels very much indebted to the Slate for the fine
highway that w.is built from Wakefield to this abode of learning.
and who kniuvN but wh.it this youth was instrumental in having
such a highuMv cnslnuitd ' Wi' all w,sh Carl the best of luck
and prosperiiv u bin lu slips ,uit inio the world, and that his
future life will h^ as siKasstul js his past.
Harlan George Bemis Riverside. R. L
"Bemo" Chi-mical Engineering
G/eeC/u6 (1) (2) O) : Debalirig (i) : Engineering Society
(3) (4) ; 5emor Ball Committee (3) : Class Track (1 ) ; Rope
Pull (1).
Here we have the original (in the local co
famous character "Grumpy", not only becaust
brain, but also because uf his cantankerousnes
from sleep. The fact that he belongs to so m
/ations shows that he would be quite a "lioi
for his terror of being called a co-eder. His i
as a shot-putter has won him a position as mor
where he gets much practice in heaving pathetic
Down". "Bemo's" degree as a chem engineer and his business
ability will be of great benefit to him. for he expects lo get a
job in Riverside, "jerking sodas". Success in any undertaking.
mmuniiy) of the
of his reasoning
s when disturbed
-apid development
liior in East Hall.
appeals to "Pipe

William Horace Brown. P I K Newport, R. I
'Bill' 'Ma" agriculture
Class Basketball (I) (2) (3); -Aggie- Club (2) (3) (4)
Board Beacon (2) (3) (4); Class Football (1) (2):
ly Football (3) (4): Manager Baseball (4): Military
President Student Council (4) ;
llnnnrs (I) (2) (3) : Corporal
Ball Commi
Grist Board (4 1
( 2 ) : Sergeant { >
of Rogers High is o
including the books.
riy pounds of dynam
pi'ni-d to sec "Dill" wii
Devens changed him con
wc predict a great futuri for the boy "Aggie
: energy
II Flossie Eliza Buxton, X ii Pascoag. R. L"Flos" 'Flopsie" Home EconomicsScholastic Honors (1); ^ecrefury Y. W. C. U. (1) (4):
Vice-President Y. W C. V. (3): Secretary Women's Athletic
Association ( 2 ) ( J ) ; GRIST Board (4 ) ; Commencemenf
Play (2).
Here is the other me
nership, I'lossie and Alic
is the advisor and the i
ails and ills and worrie
scientious the kind you can depend c
to do, you know it's going to be don
mber of that heretofore undivided part
;c, and she's a credit to the firm llossi
nother uf D.1V1S Hall. Everyone's littl
ics go lo ! loss ', for she has a cure fo
faithful worker, loyal, reliable, and con
>n. If she has anythin'
e, Flossie al kcs
play, time to study, and lime to
get to cl.iss when she's supposed to be there. She has her
opinion of Art, but you know, "Flops", it was the picture that
was executed that lime, not the artist. Anyone who has seen
her teach knows she will make a success at her chosen profession
of teaching.
Harry Clayton Chandler. H <I>. <1> A
Providence, R. I.
Arrv" Applied Science
Class Track (1) (2): Class Basketball (1) (2); Cross
country Squad {!) (4): Corporal (1) (2); Sergeant (3):
Lieutenant (4).
Information is wanted as to the affiliation of this lad. He is
suspected of being a member of the K. K, K.. his three strong
pursuits being Khcmistry, Kross Kountry. and Ko-eds. As to
the first, we have little to say. his success hein^ taken care of by
be he thr.
in bis ku with the Litter his Senior vear, jnd endeavored to
instruct the beautiful but dumb Freshman co-cds in the mys
teries of Freshman chemistry. In the second his list of activities
show that he also ran in both his Freshman and Senior years.
As (o the third, we can only refer you to above on any Saturday
in Lippitt Hall, where Harry is invariably stepping out. After
graduation he will utilize his valuable training in Chemistry by
joining the Army, and doubtless ^ill 1 ake his aker
Matthew Chappell Westerly, R I
"Matt" "Chappie" Electrical Enginkering
Class Foolbatt (I) (2): Ctes Tracft (2) (3): Ctee Ctub
(3) (4): Engineering Society C3) (4): President Engineerina
Society (4) ; Calendar Commillee (3) : President of ti. I. Su
College Branch ol the American Institute of Electrical En..'i
neers (4).
Here's to "Chappie", "the man behind the bar"in the
cafeteria. He it is who slings the hash at the boys as they
stand helplessly in line with their aluminum shields. "Chappie
"
has been monitor for two years now. and no one has been able
to lay him up for more than two weeks at a time. This is a
pretty good record, considering that he is too delicately built
You see. he holds the Broken Bones record, always busted up
He broke a couple of bones in football in his Freshman year and
has been broke ever since. As reader in the Glee Club the past
two years "Chappie" has knocked them cold. Here's luck.
Chappie". We know you will win out!
m
m
Pred Norcross Clarke. Jr.. B <|). i1> ,\
Edgewood, R. I.
"Freddy" "Pierce" Agriculture
Scholastic Honors ( I ) ; Band ([) ( 2 ) ; Apple Judging Team
(4) : Seer tary "AgQie" Club (3) (4) : Football Manager (4) :
Business Board GRlSl ( ) : l< 1. (Ul
Develop ll unsophis icated lad as a
Freshman, "Freddy" h.i m.ule r pid strides. until now as a
Senior he s a man ol th wuiM. l- eddy" is one who thinks
the new emcnt road a blessing and has been very active in
clean. As manager of Keaney's Football Dogs.
"Freddy" was kept very busy, bt t fo und tim e occasionally to
indulge in his literary c aving by per sing the latest copies of
"Whiz Bang" and "Ho Dog". "Pi rce
'
made Phi Delta on
his good ooks, and novV that Wallie Reid is dead his further
success is ssured. After in h e may be found on some
fruit plantation where he expects tc rai e apples. and who knows 6
1^?
I.UKE Clarke. B *. <I> A
"LrrTLE Giant" "Shorty
"
(3)
Arctic. R
Electrical Engineer
1 (3) (4) : Eosiiofi-rinj Soc.Vli/ (I)
r,/ (4) ; Class Treasurer (4) : Y. M. C.
Till ; p i[;;;.. is life sizc and excellent work. Arcli
responsible, bin nii.ds not he jpolopctic for this l.illiput
During his sojourn here Luke hjs been ever .iclive. holh on
off the campus, as he was once seen patn.ninn;e llie neve high
to Wakeiield. However, these trips weie moM likely lo c.
pare downlhc line pictures with Coggie s ". as ihc "diminuti
is our Saturday night movie operator. "Shorty" has been i
jected lo the electrical engineering course here, and with
consent of "Lanza ". "Andy", and the divine powers, hope:
graduate. He will not divulge whether he
ivork or
icky '
the good ship Warwick Club i
\KifSfi
ii
11
George Henry Cressy, Z n A. T K A, * A
Providence. R. I.
Tacks" Chemical Engineering
( (ii.ss loolball Cl: Beacon (l| (2) (3) (4): Chemical
S.,:aJi/ |->l Hi l>,l,aling Society (2) (1) (4): Varsily
Military Batt Committee (4) ; Corporal11:;:,; 7Vum 1 I 1
. Iirsl SccKunl
( enlle Reader, lei
vou behold George, ]
pos
spec h and delcrmin.i
be kilo
ish you God speed
John Edward Crimmins, A i: K Brockton. M.i.s.s.
""Brc")ckton Bearcat" Electrical Engini i ring
Class /rar* (1) (3) : Glee Club (3) : Engineering Secreliiru
and Treasurer (2) (3) (4).
This bright youth hails from Brockton, and as a combination
of volts and amperes soon illuminated us with his good nature.
True lo his dclermin.ilion lo indulge in nothing but registered
courses lie li,n npidlv avoided .issoci.uion with our fairest co-eds
John b.is uxenilv shn, ked the bovs ol I .1st
"
Wilh his knowl
edge ol bridpe We suf.nesi th,ii lie uiior in Bridge Analysis,
While i.ikin,: n,. .uTie, p,iri in Varsily athletic sports, he has
dem.^nsii,i!,,l iiu niean ,ibilitv as a runner and as a pugilist ol
ihe te,i[lieiuemhi vLiss Whatever he takes up we can readily
touni on bis beuin siKa'sslul, for he is equipped svith persever
Dorothy Cum.mings, X ! <1) A Providence. R. I.
Home Economics
lal Commillee ( I ) : Soph Hop
"
Wee* Play (3) ;ird (4); Jua
iisl certainly shows Dorothy's continuous
my accomplishments since she came to R I
Her sense ol humor and her spirit ol helpfulness make
1 excellent pal, Absolule reliability and unlimited effort
.1 creai deal for success in life, "Dot" is interested in nulti
11,1 leaching, and she plans to take up these tines of work
I i.hiaiion We prophesy a lasting success and very satis-
, aeeomplishment of anything she may attempt alter she
goodbye IO her Alma Mater,
sriKfWJ
Anna Claire Dowling. S K Providence, R. I.
"DooLEV ' Home Economics
Class Bastietball (3) (4) : Class 7 ror* (3) : Execulwe Con,
mittee of Women's Athletic Association (4) : Commenceo:.r-(
Play (1) (2).
Here is a quiet, shy-looking little person who surprises you
vhen you get lo know her. She is always making
the ol and ally
laughs. "Doo ', what vould we ever
machine"? And baskt ball Doole
until your Senior i-.ir [i lis hou
One would mv.i i; III 111. i'h, .1
jusl loves to dr-: k .\
never be compl.u \\' H 1 1 III tl). 1 mosi
She. like most of US is .ilwav rculv
busy, but never n o bus ro e.i
do ithout p1^^"V- m
V
7^
Howard Martin Dowling. 0 X Providence, R. I.
"Red Civil Engineering
Rope Pull (11: Class flaseiaH (I) (2): Class Football
Ml l2l
"1 Mil should see the above when he smiles. His radiant grin
biin.s lb. i.b^eiver back lo par. He is a firm believer in exer
cise .ind lnlilll^e^ spasmodically in various or all kinds of sport,
i'alious nl collegiate dancing pavillion
and vy Ihe
he knows lioi
lonn in Ins sourses. He craves a varied and inleiesli:
ilermingled wiih a likely wardrobe and a closed car,
tibition IS to be the proud father of two lighting, re
lolball players. His determination, unknown to ma
try him over liles rocky roads and make him a succe
(tl
Phenix, R. 1
APPLIID SCIENCI
Helen Charlotti-: Drew
"Peggie""
Class Bashetbiill (5) (4): < /,ii> /i,i,/i 111, ,S,/m/M
Honors (21 (3): Beacon /iour,/ iJi i;
In the Senior class Helen holds ilu- disinui,,,,, i.j being .ui,
half of the total number ol Seni.ir giils uking llie Applu
Science course. Bul forgiving her for lhat, we shall say th,
Helen is a very capable student, and the best part of that fai
is that she is always ss-illing lo pass on her knowledge to hi
less fortunate "buddies". Since her athletic spirit blossome
in her Sophomore year, the vim she lias tiispl.iyed has bee
unequaled. With her persistence, i.habilils !,,.id nalur,
her unusual ability, we can vouch l,,r Helen s siK.ess any
i rom all appearances the Biological lieUI leill Jaini Helen
mEarl Sylvester Edwards. B *, * A
Providence, R. I.
"Gob" CHEMICAL Engineering
Is'ii/ie Pull ( 1 I C) , Class foiillijll 111 (2) : Class Baseball
111, Wir.iim li,is,-/.,iH Iji Iil (41 IT): Captain Baseball
ll Iil Sludei Council
141, riuss PresiJeiil I 31, (huirni.in lunt
(3) : K, 1, Cliib; GRIST Board (3) : Poly,
This youth by Ihe name of Edwards, is
of Prexy"s. as attested by his five years"
campus. Many and varied are his activil
being a singer of "Gallagher and Shean"
.enienl highway lo Wakefield, and seducer
Co
Uncle Sair isucd a call fo
Na
subm
acqu
After his
Navy. "Gob"" decided he needed a
to lake up the pursuit of tbe Chi
graduation ""Gob"s'" services are in
Co . Providence, their baseball te
Ehler John Ernst, Jr.. T K A, A S K
Providence, R. I.
"Shake'" "Jack" "Shakespeare"" Applied Science
Class Trock (1) (2) (3) (4); 'Varsity Debating (3).
Debating Society (3) : Chem Society (I) (2) (3) (4) : Ser
geam (3): Lieutenant (4); Scholastic Honors (2); GRIST
Board (4).
This boys clever wit and llmelv knocks would make George
Adc look like a lour fliisher, lot "Sbake
"
has ihal qualily for
d men. Eari
with Davy
st so he entered R 1 S C
Engineering course After
gent demand at the N. E. L,
a being in need of a good
little aboul his
town, but we
Shake", and
by the Sheik 1
finishing school
vellii He
Woonsockcl. R. I.
Api'LiED Science
Student Council (3) (4): Panhettenic
ng which he summers at James
ning Sands there, hold more for
greater ads-antage by him. than
g prepared his first years at such
ise and Eldred Hall, he completed
md is now a full-fledged spreader,
ing Socicly,
Esther Evelyn Fort, S K
"Bumps"
President Women's
(4): Vice-President Class (I) (2) (3):
(11 (21 (31: Manager of Tracti ( 3 )
(21 (3) ; GRIST Board (4),
Hats off to "Bumps"" Senior chemist, Thtough four years
she has puttered with oils and acids, colors and tastes, and now
she is a full-fledged chemist. Quite a stunt, worihy of much
applause. And in the midst of the hectic fever of chemistry
"Bumps"' has had time to shine in almost every form of Campus
activity, Vice-President of her class, she led the co-eds success
fully for three years. "Varsity forward, her lightning footwork.
passing and shooting more than helped her class get the cup in
the Inter-class Basketball Tournament, and no one can replace
her on the 'Varsity. In fact. "Bumps"' in spite of her unusual
slcndcrness and bobbed hair, is not only a dignified Senior and
capable diplomat, but a keen sport, jazzy stepper, and all in
all distinctly "colleege";
[36]
'.>)'
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Grace Elizabeth Harribine. X Q. * A
Providence, R.
"Gracie" "Gracious" "Harry" IIomii i-coNOMirs
Varsity Basketball (21 (ll (4 1- f loss /^,(slleI^ll;/ 111 {'.
(3) (4) : Caploin Class /i,:s/c,if>(; I J. ;>i,s,J, nl V U" ( 1
(4); Beacon Board (11 (2 1. Inlen.Wleaiule i:.(ili.r /ieiicc
(3) (4); Art Editor GRl.sl (4): Vice/'residcnl (Joss (4
Class Tractt (3): Social Commillee (I): Soph Hop Commi
tee (2) : Juni r Prom Committee (3).
Grace is an all-around college irl, one who un
limited service to her college and its activities. EspecialK h.is
Grace been a rr ost ardent worker i 1 athletics, dramatics ant tnr
college publica ions. Much credit is due her for bringing Ihe
n energetic organiza ion. Grace possesses a most
pleasing perso lahty which has w on and held for her n
friends. The wealth of experience which she ha s gained di
her college yea s is bound to be an asset valuable o her in w hat
ever life- work she may choose. We used to tl ink that C I race
was joking w! en she would say. You never ca n tell ' bu f of
late we are beginning to believe lhat she really has us guessing.
However. Grac c. we trust that the uture holds m uch success and
George Stevenson Haslam. B <I> Palmerton. Pa.
"Bai.dy" Chemical hngineering
Class Treasurer (I); Student Council (1) (4); Football
(1) (2) O) (4): Track (I) (2) : Basketball (]) (2) (3):
Captain (4): Polygon (3) (4); Scholastic Honors (I).
Introducing "Baldy" Haslam is a waste of time, as there is
no better known Senior on the campus. He hails from Palmer
Inn, Pcnn.sylvania, wht-re the nine odokk curfew was stopped
'c inhabitanls whose slumU-rs were dis
rbed. His lis
o cdinR ranks hi^h as a campus ac
(lock of R I.s in this field. T
iw oiher misguided youths, has c
nginecring and phrenology, and .
kin under his arm. expects to st.i
ersey Zinc Company (of Pa.)
nd you will doubtless hear fron
ome marvelous process for the ma
Leonard Briggs Hathaway, A A U'
Woonsocket. R. I.
"Pit" ELIiCTRirAL ENGINnHRINC
Class Truih (2). (mpiTul { i) : Semctini (M (4): Glee
Club (1) (2) i-n , l^r.itr.inn., Sn.tiiu i 'M (4).
Fiveryonc knous
'
I'u' ' -Xs .i Inshm.m he kept himself in
obscurity by his f.uihfiil .mentinn to his -.ludus Nevertheless
rhe strongest must weaken, and so we find this daring youtli
showing the fair maidens at "Miller's Opera House" the latest
jazz steps. However, may our reader not misjudge this young
man, for no matter where he went or what he did. he always
followed the straight and narrow. During his last two years
you could find him seated at his desk in the southwest corner of
the house, drawing pretty cur\'es and chasing watts and amperes
all over the paper. Al times it looked as if Exeter was to be
honored by another guest, but this gallant gentlemen managed
to weather the storm. We find him the same at alt times, with
a pleasant word for all. May he be as successful when he steps
out into the world as he was in good old Rhode Island,
[37]
B.i'
iiplel
Wjlch ihe lechnic
1^]
Alered Milton Hill. (-) X Bristol, R. I.
sl ERlNG
Rope Pull (11: Class Football : ,hal( (1)
2 1 : Class Bastlelbatl (11 (21: ' (3).
The "Sandwichnian, so meek .imi iiiilu 1 wtien you don't
snosv him 1 , bul sshen vou Jo, vo would be surprised. "Sand-
eich"" hails Irom ih.u seclion ,e the country whose fame is
vorld-seide "Brislol ihe cilv hj ving the largest percentage of
llilerales in the counlry. He rnaintains this only a theory,
lut so Iar he has nol been able o show wherein it is simply
har. "Time will tell." Aside rom these remarks, he is a
egular guy and everything the naiT e implies. He neither studies
nor sleeps ss'hen there is a good I me in sight, but still he has
xpectations of graduating with h s class.
Roy William Howard. A .\ '1' Providence. R. I.
"
RoscoE" Fattv
" Civil Engineering
LieulenanI (3) (4): Varsity Football (3) (4): Closs fool-
hall (I) (2): Class flaskelhall (2): Class Baseball (1) (2):
Hope Pull (I); Glee Cluh Orchestra (3) (4): Engineering
Society (3) (4).
When our Roy had acquired all the knowledge possible in the
schools ol that northern city ol Woonsocket. he decided that
Rhode Island Stale would be the most benefited by the addition
ol able personality, hence his presence among us. He quickly
absorbed ihe college spun ,in(i bec.ime
beei .mil
<eaney s Dogs" h.is ,ihe vs don. Ins besl T
ulh, not being salislie.l uilh hi ,ilhlelic acliv
i.izz leam which so. ii s me lo e known as
"
patcd live"", and wiih \ hish he brought joy
many in the surroundin e s,.mm nines. In sp
Harold Ferdinand Khrn Providence. R. I.
"Bus" Chemical Engineering
Lieutenant (1) (2) (3): Class Football (1) (2); Cfass
Baseball (2): Class Basketball (2); Class Debating (I) (2)
Major (4).
"Bait-Allion Tenshun '
"
Major Kern speaking. Yes,
ladies and gentlemen, this handsome looking youth is an im
portant cog in Claude's army, and presents an imposing figure
on the cjmpus every Tuesday as he puts 'em through thi
knows the An ing obtained ;
'Arold
'
sion during the '
m pursuing Dis amDitions as a chem engmcer he has found the
path beset by many obstacles, but has persisted for nearly five
long years. Most of the chemical knowledge was acquired at the
Providence Gas Company, where he rendered invaluable services
from time to time. In the past Harold's social activities have
carried him to Wakefield, Peace Dale, and all way stations, but
of late he seems to have a decided tendcny to remain on the
Kenneth Lee Kinzie Providence
"KiNsKV" ""Ken"" Electrh"\i 1 mmvi i
Introducing the champion long-distan,e non soiiinn
portion ol the college curriculum, since keeping silenl is
thing "Ken" does nothing el.se but. However, u d
need a great amount of talk lo indicate certain preferences c
his part, .-.mong ihem being one for red hair and another f.
Thomas Jo.seph Kirhy. I' 1 K Pascoag, R. L
ID.M AciRICL'I.T(-"RE
l'r,s,.(em /(/i.'Je (sl.m.l ( (uii |4|, ili
llville High has been on llie
one ot the most popular lellows of
he I '123 eleven he proved his leader
In all kinds of .ilhlelie contests
.'th ,)nJ fii'hl he h.is in him lor his
11 prepared to show the fa
m
Howard Evens Knott Providence, R. I,
Chemical Engineering
Cross Counlrj/ S<(uoil (I) (2),
Howard has failed in one thing, he hasnl a real nickname
But he has won in another respect, by gelling asvav sviih a mis
placed eyebrow without having it shorn verv ni.inv nines .-Xi
big dances Howard is always seen, and is one ol ilie navesi ami
most variably accompanied. His hcsrae I asi his home hini
without much worry on iis pan, as he has seaiulcred liuher and
yon, without making miuh of a dislurbance I leres (.ood 1 ink
to you. Howard, and vou ve leli v.nir mark on mjiiv a chair in
the dear old college, as well as in the hearts of your cLissmales
Dorothy C. Knowi.es. X i> West Kingston. R. I.
Dot" Home Economics
Class Basketball (2) O) (4); Varsity Basketball (3) (4);
Track (3); Scholastic Honors (I) (3): Commencement
Play (2).
Where's my Katsie?" and over to the library goes "Dot".
for these two pals have been inseparable since arriving on the
Hill as "little green Ereshies ". Woe be unto the unlucky for
ward who faces "Dot" in a basketball game, for she can "swing
.1 wicked arm", "Dot" is a "Home Ecer
"
at heart, but she
pritcrs hours spent in Bacteriology laboratory to hours spent in
i>.i.lnn:4 little people "how to boil water without burning it".
With .ill joking aside, we see from her scholastic honors that she
h.!s .ucomplished her goal. Nol only has she done well in her
studies, but in her helpfulness to others. Let us congratulate
you. "Dot", and may you be successful as a "budding Bac
teriologist".
Wharton Websti:r Kresge, .\ A "P
Palmerton, Pa
"Webby" Mechanical Engineering
Class Basketball (I) (2): Class Baseball (2): Assistant
Manager Baseball (3): C.RIST Board (4).
"Webbie
"
is the "Billikin
'
of the college and is the possessoi
of the famous 'Million Dollar Smile'. In "Down the Line'
classes he shines, having better than 1007 attendance, "Web
bie" is an amiable perst)n, ,ind wherever he is there is no gloom
There are few thcrnuj sriiij*'iiis .ii Rhody" who can derivi
"P Wee to the k equ.iK 1' \\\v (,> (In- k". but "Webbie" say,'
it's so. and that's good .n.Mi.'h l,>r us In his use of the L
language Wees and Wubbic l" s .iri> his stumbling block i
has many blue ribbons, his latest award being for pbysiqu
especially in -Golfies". Well. "Webbie", lincf all life is w
spent in college, here's hoping that some dav your success w
be attained, and that when you look back to your djys
R, I. S. C. your thoughts wil! be of the best, just as the though
of your classmates are for you.
Leo Henry La Fleur Warren, R. L
"Lkona" Agriculture
Quiet, unobtrusive, generous, and considerate of his fellows.
modest to the point of shyness, going "down the line" only on
(caching expeditions we wondered, Leo, where you found Life;
but when, one day, we heard the lilting jazz of a catchy air
coming from the hall, we looked in and discovered the fastidious
Leo engrossed in music making! May your days be as joyful
as the music you used to play for us, Leo.
F. Loomis Lamprey Cranston, R. \.
"Lamp" "Loom" "Lamus" Mi:chanical Lng!ni-:erinv.
Rope Pull (1); Campus Cluh; Scholastic Honors (2j ;
Sergeant (3): Lieutenant (4); Military Ball Committee (3)
(4) ; Calendar Committee (4) : GRIST Board (4) ; Engineering
Society (3) (4); Student Council (3) (4).
This is our Loomis, the handsome man about college. When
he puis on his new uniform he is about the trickiest young
officer wc have. ""Lamp" chose to be a mechanical engineer.
This was a fatal blunder. He should have been a Civil, for
he is a "bridge" artist, and has dug a few ditches at Camp
Devens. "Loom" has had the habit for the last four years
of tramping about the country with rod and gun, but never
had to hire a truck to carry home the bacon. Well. "Lamp ",
if only one of us succeed, that one will be you.
Henry Raymond Little Providence. R. L
dreamy melodies he played. "Ray" nia\
but when it comes to finding the pl.ue hi
of his fellows we find him filling rather
Ray", may Good F-ortune be with you.
Walter Bradiord Little
"Walt" Mi-:
Providence, R. I
It is never (
tunity to intruuiui'
While he is best kr
among the co-eds.
and didn't have cvei
3 reputation as a r
was a football gami
House last fall. but.
the few who have st
"Walt's" determinat
.ngh
: feel that he is ready to conquer the
mong the fellows, he is rarely ;
s janitor in Davis Hall a whole '
ken heart to prove it. He has .
He doesn't know now whether i
prize fight he refereed at the Well:
rate, he refereed. He stand;
'ake a whole hour in E. E. I
shown by three years' effort
bility. and love (?) of
Spencer T. Manser. H H 11 Wood Ridge. N. J.
"Mickey" Civil Engineering
Varsity Baseball ( 3 ) .
"Mickey ". alias "Gene" antl Bull Montana", is a youth of
diversified talents. He has displayed his wares in every Hne of
endeavor, from playing his banjo and singinn liiile ditties lo
playing on all the college varsily squads, .Mukev s slron^
forlc is golf, and he is a member of the "hole in one
"
>hib
,\lKke
ained
fv.
Lelia Elizabeth McGrath. i: K.
Valley Falls. R. 1
""BiLLiE"' Home EcoNo.Mit:s
Phi. Delta (11 (2) (3) (4); Vice-Presiilent Girls" .'\lhlel,
Associalinn (3); President Athletic Association (4)i ( (o,s,
Baslielbalt (ll (21 (3) (4): Girls" Bastlelbatl (4);
(4)1 Commememeni Plan 11).
Who made ihjl wise crack' Oh, "Willie"", of cours
her
hilh
M A imdei
the'
And she
ages
males for four years
"
liillie and Bumps
"
I on have thei
little Punch and Judy show all worked up. Just get
started! She manages the best girls" basketball team tha
represented Rhode Island State, and plays a snappy ga
guard. Put as much pep into whalevcr you do in the 1
as you do inlo haskelhall and you 11 surely get there, "Billie
fil
Thomas Maliff. A \ A North Easton, Mass.
"Tom "Tommy
"
Agriculturl
r,U-c Club (1) (2) O): Basketball (1) (2): Rope Pull
^tball O) (4); R. L Cluh Secretary (3): Ex
Beacon (4) ; Student C
Board (4).
mmy's college history begin;
lib which he spent his first yea
included varsity basketball
;iod Glee Club, he enlisted
nl (4): Poli,9on (4) i
nd
of
he lo:
rips
the Navv, and among his
across the broad Atlanlic,
gelling into the full swing
of the most popular menliege life,
s adopted class. Besides basketball and Glee Club
y football was one of Malills activities. He played two
at end with an excellent record of hard, fast playing,
'
"
has made an enviable record as a student and athlete,
Rhode Island man,
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ol, lie has hilietna
epped
and, although h,
George Alexander Matheson. A A H'
Bristol, R. I
"Matty" Electrical Engineerim,
Corporal (2): Sergeant (3): Engineering Sociely (2) (3)
Class Football ( 2 ) : Class Basltetbatt ( 2 ) .
"Matty" struck the campus hard
unfortunately hails fi
-
four years. In his earlier years -Manv
in coming forward ". but latelv he has
and. besides being a member of Delia I ai
would be i]uite unsuccessful wiih.iut ho
and his progress along social lines can li>
r.'.pid advances along the electrical line I he "enteri
American youth"" seems to be unable to get all of his t
done during the long hours of the day. but we hope h
quence will stand him in good stead after he has graduated
Charles Stewart North
RM)"" ""Sll-Wl I"!
Compos Clul. < .
1,11/ I rmk (2 I
Newport. R. L m
psvdii.K.yv hf IS ,m .xccpiKMKillv ^.n^d pl.iyci ut but
nd auction. tn Red", with his persistency, his adapt
bility to engineering problems, and his personal magnetism, we
izen that Newport will be proud of. ^
Ella Leona Remembrance Peckham. }^ K. *\* \
Newport. R. I.
"Lhe" "Kii-d" HoMt: Economics
Class Basketball il) (3) : Junior Play {^) . Commencement
Play (1) (2); Publicity Committee Y. \V. C. U.; Beacon
(I) (2) (1) (4) : GRIST Board (4).
This little CO ed is called "Lee ". She has such a short
nickname because she was endowed with such a lengthy name
originally. 'Lee' always thinks fo do the kindly, the cour
teous, the delightfully unexpected Her classmates will always
remember her remember her as "Glad's" closest pal- -remember
her funny little rhymes which she always writes when she
should be studying lessons. They will remember her sweet
soprano voice wilh which she is so entertaining. They will
remember the numerous clever articles which she wrote for the
Beacon during her four years, and her enviable reputation as
a Phi Delta player of merit. They will remember her popular
ity for there never was a dance or party to which "Lee" was
not invited. In fact, all will remember "Lee" the quiet, un
assuming, witty, rather demure, absolutely enjoyable Ella Leona
Remembrance.
19^ V
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Gladys Jasmine Louise Peckham, S K. "P A
Newport. R. I.
"Glad" "Jazz" Home Economics
Varsily Basketball (I) (2) (5) (4): Class Basketball (1)
(2) (3) (4): Class Tennis (3) (4): Class Track (5);
Beacon (I) (2) (3) (4); Soph Hop Commillee (2):
Junior Prom Committee (3); Chairman Commencement Ball
Commillee (4): Secretary Lecture Association (4): Edilorial
Board of GRIST. Class Secretary (4) ; Social Commillee ( 1 ) ,
Here"s our ""Jaz'^"". Pep. energy, enthusiasm, and ability all
combined in one. she surely is a busy girl. She is Co-ed Editor
ol the Beacon, and to be this one must sling the ink with a
facile pen. She has played prominent parts and leads in many
Phi Delta plays, Theres no doubt about her being our stellar
luminary of the "varsity, which owes many a g.uiie u> her
deadly precision of shot, Gladys is an ,ill-anuinJ .ulilele ,is
all the spectators of the Co-ed Interclass Tuck Meel ivill leslilv
While she has never had time to join Plii Kappa Phi, she ranks
high in all her classes. In facl. "Jazz" is lhe ideal college girl
merry, industrious, athletic, and wholly lovable.
Benja.min Julius Rabnovitz . B N E
Brockton. Mass
"BENNIE" "R,^E BIE"" Cl 'IE ENG1^ EERING
Rope Pull (11; 3"orsiH) liasketball (l) (3) : Class Basebal
(2) : Football .S./u. d Ul .
""Rabbic"' is ano i-icr one of the human dynamoes who have
come out ol the w ds of Ihe famous shoe cty. Bro kton. A
a watchmaker and I Old repairman he i secc nd to no e. "Rah
bie" has yet to learn thai a Ford will not run with one piston
inverted. Alter a sojourn of a yea at Kingston
decided Co become cquainted with th pre fs of M. 1. T.. bu
he shortly returned o our fold. Although no social 1 on. "Rah
gels hy, and aside rom studying enlropy and centr fugal fore
can be seen "down the line" looking lor some one new. We
can see a bright ful ure for this young wiza rd eithe as a base
ball coach, a prof in religious doctrines. as an en ourager o
"leagues', and, abo vc all. as a Ford m rcha
William Mitchell Reid. 0 X Mapleville R. I.
"BlLI." ELliCTRiCAL ENGINEERING
Rope Pull ( I ) .
Gee. how these small town boys do develop when they get
auay from the home surroundings. "BiH" was as meek as Moses
when he hit Kingston, but get his goat now and watch him
rear on his hind legs and say things, "Bill" also has been
experiencing increasing favor among the fair sex. but at the
present time we don't believe there are five co-eds that know
who Bill' Reid is; although it is intimated that he had a date
at Davis Hall once, we cannot vouch for the fact, but we do
know, however, lhat he never stayed very long. According lo
[he dope, it is not safe to venture any guesses as to what he will
make of himself, but we're betting he gets a rating in Bradstreet's
before the rest of us get our first tin "Lizzie".
[44]
Anthony Rondo, A i; K Proviilence, R, I,
Ami"! Ron"" Mechanicai
GKlsl ,Us,Mjni Business Manager (31
s,ieii, 111 iJl (3) ; Vice-Pre,sii/enI ngin,,r
Hope Pull Ul.
Way back in lhe S. T. A. C. days it did not take "Andy""
very long lo become noted for his aptitude for studying. Never
theless, the object of our discussion has many rare qualities to
which his numerous friends can well testify. He is of the
"entrepreneur" type, one who is always willing to try. and has
a fine personality and disposition to supplement. He truly
possesses all the qualities that chatacterize a highly successful
liiisiness man \,\'e predict a great career, providing, alas!
,\ndv ihis only fault 1 does not permit his social alTiliations
in ,1 n.iibv oiv lo become loo strong. It is due, lo a large
.sum 1,1 .-\iidv s perseverance that this GRIST was made a
a
Amos Farnsworth Rowell. Z n A
Groveland, Ma;
"Amh
"
'De,\c Applied Scienci
Glee Club (I) (2) O) (4),
it has taken five long years to make a man out of "An
Coming into the metropolis of Kingston from the small tt
of Groveland. Massachusetts, he was under a natural handi
from the start. But between his male associates and his co
he is now fully prepared to face the world, He has had
different co-ed every year since he has been here, and alway
carries Herbert Tareytons, despite the fact that he prefers I.ucK
Strikes, During the past year he and his assistants. Pro'
Ince and Jackson, have nobly kept the Chemistry Depa
up to its high standard. "Deac" has spent a summer
famous Bay of Naples Hotel in Maine, which speaks ver
for him. We feel confident that "Ame" will make his
as a famous scientist.
I"t5|
il
Arthur Joseph Schaller, A A W
Providence, R. I.
Art" G.-\t" "Shylock"' Civil En-ginf-:i-ring
too generous and good-natured to make liis ioriLin
rcporls we expect lhat in years to come i)e will he hiiind
surveying "down in lhe Mississippi Valley", and wc wish him
the best of success. We feci that with his sunny disposition he
William Osborne Schattle. '/. 11 A
Providence. R. I.
"Bii-i."' MECHi\NicAL Engineering
Class Bashelbiill (21 (3) ; Class Baseball (2) : Polygon (3)
(4): Engineering .Socielu (51 (41: Slurfenl Council (4);
5eri7eonr (31 (4) ; GRIST Booril (4) : Military Ball Commillee
(3j (4),
Deceased February 10. 1<)24,
Ralph Sprague Shaw, A \ A Lonsdale. R. I.
""KiED" "RoLLUH"" Agriculture
Class Baseball (1): Rope Pull (1),- Track Squad (21-
I ,', I ra.h U) . Corporal Cl Milihnii Ball Commillee (31
Vrtwml (3 1: Capliiro |4I, l\,l:i.i..n l4l: GUIST
IC.Iph received his diploma (rom CuniberLind lle.ih in 1120
.iller having served two years in ihc World War on the U, S, S,
Minnesota, He then journeyed to Kiiiyslon, Mil! in search of
knowledge. "This youth, dear reader, has ,i weakness for lhe
fair sex but not Co-cds, Some sav Theres a Reason",
Ralph IS a soldier of no mean ability, having lhe dislinetion of
being Ihe besl student soldier at Camp Devens during the past
summer, for which he was presented a gold medal, Ralph is i
\gt.ie al nearl
will do his be!
lihl
industry ol the

mj
John Horswell Spooner. B * Newport. R. I.
""JACK"" "Horswell " Applied Science
Rope Putt (I): Sergeant (3): Lieutenant (4): GRIST
Board (4).
William Francis Smith Cranston, R. I.
"
Bui.
"
Smithv Applied science
Cumpirs Clul). Rule I earn (3) (4) ; Sergeant R. O. T. C.
(3) (4),
Here is another misguided youth who believed that there is
room lor one more of his calibre in the vast chemistry profes
sion- However, like lhe rest of them, he was quickly dis
couraged by quanluaiive analvsis, physical chemistry, and sundry
other courses whuli are lunior chemists" bugbears. Co-eds have
never worried this vouih, m spue of lhe facl thai at times he
he procured alter hetoic struggles, Ile has always been a
follower of the teams, and has more than once expended
good shoe leather following in the wake of Ihe gridders.
I!
'%)[
John Vcx^LER Tower, AXA Meshanticut. R. I
Jack Electrical Encini i rinu
Class Dibatmg (1) (2): Varsity Track (1) (2) (M <4):
Copfoin Frack (4) : Rope Pull (I ) ; Beacon Neifs Board ( 1 )
(2) : Athletic Editor (i) ; Corpora/ (2) : Sergeant (3) : Lu-u
tenant (4) : Football Squad (3) ; GRIST Board (4) : Scholasiu
Honors ( I ) .
The fall of "20 brought to Kingston Hill a noisy youth,
namely, "Jack"". Surely anyone knowing him cannot ior^i-i
his Freshman year. He broke the ice in the rope pull, and wa-i
one of the chief causes of the rubbish cans being locked to the
staircase in East Hall. His later years showed some slight
changes, as can be seen by his record. With his side wheel
running he has been able to show his heels to many on the
track, and also showed his abilitv as a student, even though
friend "Coggie"' did try to put a ciimp m his si.inJinv, W'lili
a flying start, we feel confident (hu J.uk\ .iblhiv .is .in
electrical engineer wilt be seen in tlu' liitiuc
Wl NDti I. Ro.scOE Turner, AX A Riverside. R. I.
Applifd Science
Manager Track (2) : Manaqer
Secretary R. /.iiholastic Meet
I -proof representalii
hree years Itch" was never
wit!) one nt the opposite
.n ilu' miiihiv have fallen,
ho .Ul' i.ikirr.; lhe .Applied
cover. ""Hink"' is considering grad
not definitely settled as yet.
James Coi-LIlr Iweedell. AXA
Providence. R. I.
"'Jim"' "Tweed" "'Turtle" Mechanical engineering
Class Football (!) (2); Varm I y Football (J) (4); Cl^-,s
)u have the almost woma
dence High School. For
have been seen in public
imes have changed, for e\
one of the few Seniors i
urse from choice, and is
When not in conference with Coach Keaney on the
of the Track Team. "Itch" may be found studying
extensive journeys through the wilds of South County.
:>rcd he once came near shooting a rabbit, but after
els had been emptied, the unfrightened rabbit took
sludy. but his future is
( i ) : < ;l^^^ 1 :
Editor in ( h:.
(4) : R I. ( :
(1) (2) (i)
Tweed" bl
his coming here
at hard labo nd in thai
orld lead and foil
West Warwick High School in 191
the S. A. T. C. days, and for that
1920 as Freshmen are expected to bt
ability, combined with his irresistit
the leadi
vith I That
ful
eed" has
11 shown by hi
:y. Wilh his
fear for '"Tweed"", for we i
ir more prosperous alumni.
.\ .\
decided th,
"'Jimmie" "graduated fi
, came to Kingston dunn;
His energy and executiv
: grin, placed him amon;
yed during his fou
all of his
rity with the f,
romplishments
expect to see h
mi(^f^^^^^!Si(^^M^i~^m^^^m&^m!^^i
Katherine Bowen Whaley. a Q
Wakefield, R. I
""Katsie"' "Katii:"" Home Econo.mics
Scholastic Honors (I) (3): \".irsi
Captoin of Varsily Basketball (4) ; (
(4) : Track (3) : Commencemem I'lau
Baskclball (3) (4) ;
; Haskelhall (2) (3)
) : GRIST Board (4).
We admit she looks quiet, reser
that she is everything but that.
about anything lo which she lur
excels. Her long legs and arms
have made her the best jumping
ever seen. Even though Kav
"
c
she especially favors her
"
librarv
her spare time. Why all the
"Kay"? Your lulure. whethei
course to practical advantage or
have absorbed in the ""Bjc Lab"".
ed. and bashful, but
"Ka makes the "dusl
lind. In athletic
Hy"
ng all the knowledge you
Stephen Duncan Wheeli-;r, AXA
Pawtuxet, R. I.
"DuNc" "Steve" Agriculture
Rope Pull (1): Stock Judging Team (2) (3): Vice-Presi
dent "Aggie" Club (3); President "Aggie" Club (4).
Back in 1920 -Dune"" came lo Kingston: we don"t know-
how, but he probably came via "blind baggage"". He imme
diately started to make the
"
Aggie'
"
course famous. As a
student he }jeis lhe maximum out of a course with the minimum
of etTon. Ihnv.vir, it ,s nni .i% a student, but rather as a
convi.'rs,itiiiJi.i!i-.i .iini ,i h.Ui'inil v league" philosopher that
"Stevf sbiTi.s It voii w.ini ihc Kiiest "dope'" on anything
under ihc sun, sec Dune . this knowledge is not all theory.
either, as his capabilities in any line of endeavor that he turns
his hand to. testify. "Dune
"
has not quite decided upon his
future occupation, except as general manager of his own home,
but in alt probability we will see him in the role of a big league
Nelson Church White Apponaug, R. I.
"Nellie"' Chemical engineering
Beacon Board (l) (2): Class Debating (I) (2): Class
Baseball (2).
Besides the a tiviti S TV entioned above, ' vJelli
"
has been a
promine t hure in cl SS
'
affairs". What would normally have
been his Junior year was spent in a couple tho jsand miles of
hoboing. from A-hich he returned to be vie timized, like many
others, by quan itaiiv analysis. As to rcla tions with the fair
sex. he s ure does rate: Ihi is probably largely du to the "line"
which h s also carnec hin through English es with flying
colors. Nellie has a habit of knocking ours s cold with 3
minimun1 of st udy. nd should prove a vvmnc r in that all-
IRobert Palmer Wood, P I K, 0 A
Riverpoint, R. I.
"Robertus" "Bob" Applied science
Glee Club (1) (2); Rope Pull (1) (2); Class Basketball
(4): Class Track (I) (2): fieacon Board (2).
Gaze, gentle reader, on one of the foremost social hounds of
ye college. "Robertus"' left the bumpkin dust of Riverpoint
lor the metropolis of Kingston years and years ago. After sev
eral preliminary tussles wiih the hetrogeneous phases of engi
neering Bob" deaded thai, after all. Chemistry in Applied
Seience was not so bad During his sojourn in college "Bob"
h.is leiken part in various activities, gaining marked fame in the
Drani.UK Society offerings. He always has a ready laugh and
.1 sioiv lor the occasion. One night in a snowstorm he knocked
.1 cert-iin Prof
"
for but maybe you know that story, too.
Here's the best of luck in your undertakings. "Bob"!
Oliver Jackson Worthington, Z II A
Providence, R. I.
"Speed" Agriculture
Scholastic Honors (1) (2); "Aggie'- Club (I) (2) (3)
(4) ; Subscription Manager Beacon (3) ; fiusiness Manager
Beacon (4); Polygon (3); 5focft Judging Team (2) (3)
(4); GRIST (4); Class Track (2): Class Debate (2).
"Speed's" biggest achievements are his work on (he track
team and his success in love, in the latter of which he was more
unfortunate, almost too much so, as he is ready to admit now.
As a tiller of the soil he is among the top-notchers and promises
to have a successful career as an "Aggie"'. Oliver appears quiet,
but 'tis rumored thai he is not quite as silent when he steps out.
Oliver has been successful in everything in college, even at a
college dance which he accidentally happened to attend, and
we know that he will be even more successful in later life.
of Fame
Best I'd eStudtnt
Best Co-ed Student
Best "Ed" Athlete
Best "Co-ed" Athlete
Most Popular Girl
Most Popular Fellow
Handsomest Romeo
Sweetest Juliet
Best Wise Cracker
Swiftest Sheik
Best Ed Dancer
Best Co-ed Dancer
Beau Brummel
Best Worker
Vampiest Flapper
Luckiest Loafer
Most Faithful Down-the-I.incr
Class Musician
Artist
Actor
Actress
Poet .
"Bill" Brown
"Kay" Whaley
"Tom" Kirby
"Glad" Peckham
Grace Harribine
"Jimmie" Tweedell
"Red" Smith
Grace Harribine
"Gob" Edwards
"Cliee" Ricketts
"Bob" Wood
"Bumps
'
Fort
George Cressy
"Bill" Brown
"Billy" McGrath
"Sti-ve" Wheeler
Roy Howard
Roy Howard
"'Gob" Edwards
"Bob" Wood
"Glad" Peckham
"Baldy" Haslam
^^^mmm&mm'm^
1924 Phantom Roll
Aleord. Frank Leo
Allan. Norman D.
Allen, Eleanor A.
Babcock. Jr., Harmon S.
Banks. Elizabeth
Barker, Raymond T.
Barnes. Dorothy G.
Batchelder. Charles D.
Baxter. Norman
Beck. Jr.. William M. H.
Bergman. Merrill M.
Bergstro.m. Norman A.
Brown. VVaii r.man F.
CiiACE. Earl B.
Connor. William J.
Coyne, Roger T.
Emidy. Walter R.
Evans, Julia
EwEN, Robert G.
Fagan. George E.
Fanning, Joseph T.
Fish, Warren B.
French. Ralph L.
French, Winthrop W.
Gallup. Ben,iamin T.
Greene, Jr.. Walter C.
Halloran. John E.
Hartwell. Margaret A.
Heroux. Irving E.
Homan. Luther C.
Horton, Clarence A.
.Johnson. Clarence E.
Kenney, Jr.. Charles D.
Kenny, Joseph I.
Kevorkian, Valian
Kruger, William E.
Leathers, Ruth A.
Ledwidge. Jr.. Augustine T.
Leibovitz. Edward Louis
Macintosh, Henry H.
Martin. Francis R.
McAlevy. Everett B.
McCarthy. George L.
McGill. Jr.. Augustine T.
Mellion. Cecelia
Morrow. GrnRr.r R.
Mowry. .Si ani iv H.
Mowry. Wii .mi-k .Vl.
Nordquist. Carl A.
Pal.mer. Frederick N.
Parker. Shelton C.
Pearson. Raymond R.
Perry, Pauline F.
Phinney, Kenneth R.
Post. Ernest F.
Rocheleau, Homer R.
Roddy, Vincent J.
Romer. Irving C.
Rust. Howard S.
Salisbury. Richard M.
Seymour. Walter E.
Shaw. Robert W.
Shea. William R.
Stuart, George A.
swedburg. gustave h.
Wight, Jr.. John B.
Wilcox. Mary C.
Wood. Abbie L.
Woodward. Burton
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"Tw.is long ago we sctlled bcrc
"Mid Kingston's Halls ol Learning.
And sinic dial dav almosl lorsol
l"hc mad s had many a lum.ng.
Buc
Our
td thill the
ive'i,' I tod.
And as we stop ,.. remim'.,e.
The paths he.it louph the bump's been I
O some were u.mliy students.
And craeked the books ior A"s.
But some ehosc down the line and bade
I atcsvell to college days.
IVle" and "Tip" and Bil
\V,
ue no\e ve shall pay.
Ihe hne and up-lhe-line
And tho then
Ihev re on
smdes n.
the Pha: Roll
And then the staunch, the firm, the strc
Took up their heavy load.
And lollowed onward to Ihe end
The straight and narrow toad.
So .IS wc near Ihe coming June.
Eor which we"ve long been working.
May wc give thanks that on we've kept
Our duty never shirking.
And soon when books are cast a
And college days are done.
Mayhap well reminisce again
Before our setting sun.
So guard ye welt this little book.
.\nd may it bring to you
I amiliar faces, pleasant houts.
And now, kind friend. "Adiei
side
I'eI''
m
i

I:
When Juniors tho
They [)fey Iheir part
As on the Li|)warcl
Tlo5d Ihey st^^rl ^
Class of 1925
President .
Vice-Prestdcni
Secretary
freasurer.
Assistant Treasurer
Honorary Member
Raymond S. Sutclipfh
Helen S. Burdick
. Louise B. Latham
Willis J. Snow
Florence A. Moonf-y
Harold W. Browning
Now lei the Co-eds of '25 speak a bit unfortunately they may have no
glittering list of activities as a whole for there arc but few opportunities to
shine. Hence a mere list would not reveal their true character at all. However.
we have shown up well in basketball. In fact, except for the present Seniors.
we of '25 remain "unlicked."
As usual the ladies had their "say" first, so now wc. the Eds of *25. will
sing of our own glories. In all major sports we have our representatives both
on the varsity and among the hard-fighting subs, and our boys who arc wearing
the coveted R. I. are many. In the field of interclass athletics we have con
ducted ourselves in a manner beyond reproach. On the track we were rather
weak, but not so in other sp<His. We won the Freshman-Sophomore football
game both in the fail of l''2I nnd in the lall ol 1922, and the corresponding
baseball games in (he .spring ot 1**22 ,int! in the spring of 192"^. We also
won every game in our conflicts wiih lii;^h schools on the diamond. In basket
ball we not only defeated every hi^h school, hut wc also came through vic
torious in the interclass league. We witl- likLwisc proficient in the arts, having
won the Freshman-Sophomore debate m 192^. and having representatives in
al! of the plays presented by the dramatic society in 1922. 1923, and the fall
of 1921.
The class of 1925 successfully carried through the following projects:
Freshman Informal, Freshman Banquet. "Soph" Hop. and has started plans for
the Junior Prom.
m 9$
"1 ^:s^ "nu
,y^..-^-:^-^i('lfcJ' 'i"^
^ut a55ophoniore5.1he3/lo5etbeir pep
^d live dl rights
On hst yec\r^ rep.
History of 1926
President
Vice-President . . . .
Treasurer
Assistant Treasurer
Secretary
Honorary Member
. Kenneth Clarke
Hei-I^n Kirby
SiANi I V Bliss
Ruth It^.arni-y
Mark Gilford
Frank W. Keaney
In the fall of '22, a record-breaking number of Freshmen found their
way lo Rhode Island State from many places of interest and culture. At the
very start, all seemed to cauh the college spirit, and began to settle down. To
all those who saw the early meetings of the class, they can truthfully say that
from out of chaos there came order.
As soon as the class of 1926 was made a unit, it started to work for the
good of the college. Many entered the football squad and many received a
letter for the honors they gainetl for their college and themselves.
Those that couldn't liclp on the footb.ill field entered the annual rope-
pulling classic: and here '26 humbled '25 by giving them a touch of Neptune's
cup of woe.
Then came winter with his coat of white, and the class of 1926 rose as if
to greet him by a stronger showing of spirit. Her men captured a majority of
places on the varsity basketball team: and. moreover, with the extra matcriah'25
was again humbled in the basketball classic of the year.
Later on. spring ushered in baseball and track. Once again, the Freshmen
showed their spirit by making the respective teams. Not only did these things
happen, but the class backed up the social life of the campus to the limit.
Thus on through the year the Freshmen gained position after position in
the ranks of warriors for the college, while the rest staged battle after battle in
classics and otherwise until June marked the end of the year. So to everyone
that reads these few lines let it be known that, as the years go by. the class of
1926 will do more and more for her Alma Mater.
[59]
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/\3 Freshmen firijhey co^melocollege
ooe^in from the "profs"
/\ great de^l ofKnowledge.
Class of 1927
Non.\i.>.N \Ve;bb
l.ouisi- Staff
CJi.NRLLs Pray
Mildri-:d Tiio.mpson
Capt. Claudk G. Hammond
,/'. \ ' President .
V'Vjl Vice-President .\ Treasurer .
( ,p ' oecretary
Honorary Member
In all the hangars for Rhode Island, and a few in the surrounding States.
mechanicians were busy putting the fussy, liltle biplanes and monoplanes to
the final test. "WHY?
"
do you ask. Didn't you know that the new R. I.
State Freshmen are a "breezy" bunch who believe in speed and who are prepar
ing to go to their beloved R. I. S. C. ?
In the middle of September, the seventeenth, to be exact, all the Freshmen
were found in their respective places. You see, their "speedy" machines had
"done their stuff" and now were safely stored away in the college hangars.
The Freshmen learned, after a short while, that there was another body
of individuals at R. I. S. C who called themselves Sophomores. This body,
! : : who seemed rather antagonistic, challenged the new-comers to a test of strength
l'':;j a rope-pull, involving the possibility of a wetting. They did not despair
A as they thought of the defeat, but smiled as they thought of a future football
* game which they were confident of winning.
Therefore, when the foes again met. the Freshmen, as a result of jiieir hard
training, were ready for any possible manoeuver. Because of their sturdiness
in opposing the Sophomores, the Freshmen gained a great victory. What did
this mean? This no "Red Ribbons."
Incidentally, some of the Freshman brothers are, as a result of disregarding
Sophomore rules, engaged in leveling a piece of ground which they hope to use
; !^ for a landing field. This, instead of being a bother, is a joy, for it means more
I ,.-' space for future stunts.
I
"
Thus, with their joys and woes, the Freshmen are still at R. I. S. C. swiftly
developing into loyal R. I. "fans
'
and contemplating flights to many unex-
, plored regions.
Jjl I1I
y
Two-Year Agriculture
.Jabe"/ Kendall Blacki:by Providence
Henry Woodhall Brown Providence
Jami;s Walter Butler Kingston
Maurice Fearnley Greystone
Charles Earl Heaton Providence
Robert Dwight Howard Newport
Henry James Miller Kingston
George Augustus Spink New.man Providence
Dennis Shunney Providence
Patrick Galvin Turner Newport
tp
Irregulars
Caroline Barlow
Andrew Robertson Brown, AXA
Orphea Rose Congdon
Stanley Howe Gilmori;. .\ X A . .
.Martin Christian Grossman. A S E
Mary Hawke Kenyon
Cyril Steere Kimball. .V X .\
Helen Marie Mowbray
George Ernest Parr. AXA
Miles Edward Smith, AXA
.Iacqulyn Pearl Stocking
Elias Swide
Harold Owens Williams, Z n A
Kingston
Providence
Kingston
Providence
Yonkers, N. Y.
Lafayette
Central Falls
Auburn
. , Providence
Saylesville
Westerly
South Boston, Mass.
Edgewood
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ATHLETICS
Coach and Captains
Football
Baseball
Basketball
Cross Country
FRANK W. KUANtY
Thomas J. Kirby
Earl S. Edwards
John V, Tower
George S. Haslam
Charles S. North
IL
Wearers of the R. I.
Football
Fred N. Clarke
Clifford K. Bosworth
William H. Brown
Andrew Christensen
Edward J. Cooney
Willis B. Gifford
George S. Haslam
Roy W. Howard
Thomas Kirby
Calvin La.mont
Henry R. Little
Albert E. Makin
Thomas Maliff
Ira D. McIntosh
Raymond C. Northup
Adonis Patterson
Roy Perry
Walter Shea
Leslie T. Smith
Norman W. Smith
Milton P. Steere
James C. Tweedell
Track
Willis B. Gifford
E.mery H. Hall
George S. Haslam
Raymond Hudson
Ira D. McIntosh
Harry R. Seaman
Robert B. Strong
John 'V. Tower
Raymond W. Turner
Wendell R. Turner
Cross-Country
Walter B. Little
Charles S. North
Robert B. Strong
Harry Wilbourn
Baseball
William H. Brown
Earle S. Edwards
Thomas J. Kirby
George A. Mackenzie
Albert E. Makin
Adonis Patterson
Joseph W. Pinto
Leslie T. Smith
Thomas W. Smith
James A. Wright
im
FOOT BALL
The 1922 Season
With an almost entirely green nucleus at the start of the 1922 season in
September we developed a fast, clean tackling and hard hitting football team
by the end of the season. Only four veterans. Johnson. Chandler. Kirby. and
Captain Perry, were on hand, and the majority of the players were playing
varsity football for their first time. Some exceptional material was developed
and a smooth working organization was formed.
The U. S. Coast Guard Academy was easily defeated in the opening game
of the season. The score was 12-0. Little trouble was experienced in putting
the ball through the lines of the big. but slow moving Coast Guard men. While
at times the Coast Guard made good advances, the outcome of the game was
never in doubt.
For the second game of the season Rhode Island had a tougher opponent
in the big veteran Brown University team. We suffered defeat with a score of
27-0. Almost every man on the squad was given a trial, and the game served
to test and to bring out the weak points of the State club. It was at the best
an uphill battle for Rhode Island.
The heart-breaking game of the season was with St. Stevens. After
playing all around the middle Atlantic team, Rhode Island went down to defeat
with a score of 7-6, as a St. Stevens man recovered a fumble and ran seventy-
five yards for a touchdown.
The University of Delaware was defeated in a close and hard-fought battle
by a shut-out of 7-0. The game was exceptionally good from the point of
view of the playing of both teams.
The New York University team gave Rhode Island the surprise of a 23-7
defeat. After Rhode Island had scored first, the big purple team came out. and
by use of heady football and a raft of substitutions wore the lighter team down.
Worcester Polytech was overwhelmed by Rhode Island with a score of
19-0. The game was marked with looseness of playing, but the end work on
both teams was noticeable and stood out. Fumbles were common.
The eleven paid the penalty for overconfidence when they suffered 3 6-3
defeat from the hands of the Lowell Textile team. The game was not spec
tacular, and with the exception of fumbles on the part of both teams at the
critical times of the game, the football was good.
The crowning victory of the season was made over Connecticut on their
field by scoring a 12-7 victory. In a truly wonderful game both teams fought
for all that was in them. Heady work on the part of Rhode Island gave them
an advantage over their heavy opponents. Rhode Island kicked whenever she
got the ball until an exceptional opportunity offered itself, when the ball would
be carried forward with success. This contest was a wonderful exhibition
of modern football and was fought to the last blow of the whistle.
Considering the outlook at the start of the season.
the team can be said to h.n-e made remarkable progress
in developing the m.icliine ih.n defeated Connecticut at
the end of the season. ,-\-side from that, fifty per cent, of
the games were victories and only two were defeats by
any large score.
The 1923 Season
The football season of 1923 was on the whole
unsuccessful. The records show one game won. one
tied, and five lost. From the number of games won
and lost we find that Rhode Island played a good, clean.
snappy game of football.
Al the start of the season. September 10. we find
some thirty-one candidates back for early practice. With
the Freshman ineligibility rule in force for the first time.
these men of necessity were from the three upper classes.
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For vttirans Coach K(.anc> had Tweedell. Lament, Haslam. Macintosh. Patter
son. L. Smith. N. Smith. Clarke. Perry, and Captain Kirby to work with. The
picked team as lined up at the start of the season would be classed as very light.
and as the season went on losses caused this element of lightness to become
more in evidence. With a small squad the matter of injuries and the loss of
two men through ineligibility was of serious consequence and did much to cut
the strength of the football machine.
The season games brought out at periods some fine football ability and
some spectacular playing. Kirby's running down of punts at the first of the
season and his consistent ability in carrying tbe ball in the latter part of the
season deserves attention. Gifford did heroic work at defence in the line, as did
Perry, while Tweedell's brilliant work in the back field was outstanding.
MAINE 14. RHODE ISLAND 0
This game for both colleges was one in which every element was experi
ment. New players were tried and new plays were tested for the first time.
Rhode Island was outweighed and outplayed by a more experienced team. The
game brought out the weak points and gave the coaches something to work on.
HARVARD 35. RHODE ISLAND 0
This game was something new in Rhode Island's football experience.
Rhode Island put up a game losing fight against a perfectly trained football
machine. Rhode Island's punting by Macintosh was better than that of
Harvard's, and two of the touchdowns could be charged to the bad breaks in
the game. Both teams fumbled considerably. The some 20.000 spectators
were given the pleasure of seeing a strong team win over a small and compara
tively unknown college in a fast, well-played contest.
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NEW HAMPSHIRE H. RHODE ISLAND 0
At this game "Rhody" experienced the sting of defeat for the third time.
The opponents played a rather crude brand of ball, as did Rhode Island.
Tweedell's seventy-yard run from an intercepted pass failed to bring a score, as
the team was unable to advance at the critical time. The game showed that
both teams needed considerable improvement.
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 21, RHODE ISLAND 0
Rhode Island put up a hard battle against N. Y, U. At times Rhode
Island seemed to have the advantage. One thing in particular that bothered
Rhode Island was the freak formations from which New York could run, kick,
or make some unusually successful short passes. Rhode Island's best attempt
at scoring was by the aerial route when she got to the opponents' twenty-yard
line.
WORCESTER POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE 0, RHODE ISLAND 0
In this game Rhode Island seemed to lack scoring punch. In tight places
the backs would fumble and Worcester would punt to safety. Here the line
played very well, as they did throughout the season. The poor punting on the
part of Rhode Island was a sad faction of the game.
RHODE ISLAND 13. U. S. COAST GUARD ACADEMY 0
In this game Rhode Island team work and faultless playing caused the
Coast Guard to steadily give way. Captain Kirby and Bosworth did excellent
work in carrying the ball. The passing game was used at times to advantage.
Bosworth's fifty-yard run from the kick-off was spectacular, as was Kirby's
forty-yard run on an intercepted pass. The game showed what the team could
do under advantageous conditions with a team of equal power.
CONNECTICUT 7. RHODE ISLAND 0
This was the heart-breaking game of the season. In one of the fastest.
cleanest, hardest fought games of the season Rhode Island was nosed out by a
single touchdown. The playing of Kirby and Tweedell was excellent. While
the score of this game shows a loss, there can be absolutely no criticism of Rhode
Island. She played a clean, hard game and was beaten by slightly better play
ing on the part of Connecticut.
In conclusion, the football season as outlined by the scores does not give
the ability, the steadfast purpose of Rhode Island due credit. Every game
was well fought and cleanly played. The season was one of handicaps for
Rhode Island, and nothing but deserved credit comes to those men who wore
the blue and white for the football season of 1923. With a new season and
the present Freshman wealth of material available, the prospects for 1924 look
exceptionally good.
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Basketball 1922^23
The season of 1922-23 for basketball was, on the whole, very successful
and a credit to the institution. When the football season closed and a call for
basketball candidates had been issued, five veterans reported to Coach Keaney.
They were Rabonowitz. G. Haslam, G. Chandler, Fort, and Pinto. A goodly
number of Freshmen also signified their intentions of trying for the team, and
J. Haslam. Jensen. K. Clarke, and G. Cooke were able to make the grade.
The team played a total of thirteen games, winning nine, a very creditable
showing with a three-fifths Freshman team and one of the hardest schedules we
have ever undertaken. Much credit is due Coach Keaney. Captain Chandler.
the team. Manager Witham, and his assistants.
Ranking first among the games played in Lippitt Hall were the St.
Michaels, the Connecticut, and the Lowell Textile games. The Connecticut
game was won by a point. The Lowell game was as hotly contested as the
others, but the home team had a five point margin when the final whistle blew.
The closeness of the Lowell game only shows how close the Harvard game was.
for R. 1. beat Lowell 36-31 and Harvard beat R. I. 37-31. If Harvard had
played on our floor, it is likely that the advantage of the home floor and the
home crowd would have made the score read differently.
Nevertheless, our team showed up well away from home, trimming
Worcester. Clarke, and Northeastern. The season was exceptionally fortunate
and free from injuries to the players. The team was able to play as a unit
from beginning to end. This undoubtedly contributed much to the success of
the season.
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Basketball, 1923^24
The I923-'24 basketball season opened with the most promising team
that Rhode Island has had in many years. With four regulars from the
previous year. Capt. George Haslam. Jim Haslam. Pinto, and Jensen, together
with the addition of Ralph Hill, a star of two years ago, our team won four out
of its first five games, making a splendid showing.
Rhody received her second defeat of the season before the Villa Nova's
battling five from Villa Nova. Pa., the final .score being 41 to 26.
Rhode Island, again off form, lost to Tufts College the following week
by a one point margin, the final score being 27 to 28. The game marked the
return of Ray Hudson, a former star and letterman in basketball, who showed
up very well, considering his long absence.
The worm was bound to turn, and it did, for in the following game
Rhody handed out a defeat to the speedy and undefeated M. A. C. five by the
score of 19 to 18.
The next game of the season was with St. Michael's at Kingston, in which
Rhody scored a well-earned victory, the final score being 36 to 31. The play
was fast throughout, with our team leading by a slight margin for the most
part.
For her next game Rhode Island journeyed to Cambridge, where the team
lost its fourth game of the season to Harvard by a score of 34 to 17.
Staging the biggest comeback of the season, in the best form so far dis
played. Rhody defeated her ancient rival. Connecticut Aggies, on Lippitt Hall
floor by the score of 31 to 28.
The following Wednesday evening our team journeyed to Boston, where
after a close game it lost to Tufts. 22 to 24. The game was nip and tuck
throughout and clearly anybody's up to the final whistle.
In every game played Rhody clearly demonstrated its aggressiveness and
fight, and never lost without giving the opposing team a battle.
Baseball, 1923
Baseball, the second major sport in the college curriculum, finds little
"Rhody" well up among the leading college teams of the East. With the
nine varsity men. Kirby. Edwards, Turner. Lefty Smith. Johnson. Wright. T.
Smith. Pinto, and N. Smith, from the previous season as a nucleus. Coach
Keaney had hopes of turning out a fast and fighting team.
The varsity opened the season by bowing to Wesleyan at Middletown in
a poorly played game. The only bright feature of the game was the fine pitch
ing form shown by the veterans. Edwards and Turner, who held Wesleyan to
.seven hits. The fielding was poor, which was due to the fact that the team
had had no outdoor practice on account of cold weather. But the poor showing
in the field was somewhat counterbalanced by the terrific batting of the squad.
"Left" Smith pasted the pill for a three-bagger, double, and a single, while
.lohnson garnered a long three-bagger.
Batteries: R. I. Edwards. Turner, and MacKenzie. Ferguson, LaChappelle.
Wesleyan Lopstrich and Mansfield.
Suffering from the sting of the first defeat, the boys came back and
trimmed Worcester Tech. 11 to 2. The game was devoid of any spectacular
plays, excepting in the sixth inning when R. I. went on a batting rampage.
scoring 10 runs. Johnson crowning the inning with a four-bagger. Turner
pitched good ball, allowing only seven hits.
Batteries: R. I. Turner. Lamont and MacKenzie.
Worcester Tech Caulder and Moron.
From the backwoods came Vermont fresh from her victory over Yale, and
gave Rhody the worst trimming seen on this diamond for a long time. The
score. 10 to 0. gives but a faint idea of the wonderful attack and team work
of the Vermonters. and the lack of both by the Rhode Islanders. Johnson
starred at third, caging six high flies.
Batteries: R. I. Edwards. Lamont and Mackenzie.
Vermont Yamell and Ready.
iIn the next game. Rhody recovered her old form and trounced Brooklyn
P. I.. 9 to 1. "Gob" Edwards pitched a good game, allowing only five hits.
Schepps starred for the visitors, getting two hits, while "Red" Smith poled
out a three-bagger for "Rhody.
"
Batteries: R. 1. Edwards and Mackenzie. Manser.
Brooklyn P. I. Czerwinski and Tunare.
Rhody makes it two straight by trimming Northeastern, 6 to 2 in a
sterling 12-inning battle. Edwards was in fine form, allowing 5 hits and
striking out 1 3.
Batteries: R. I. Edwards and Macken-/ie.
Northeastern Ri,h.irds ,iiul Young.
Our next game was wiili I lolv C^n>ss .it Worcester, and resulted in a defeat.
ab l^urkc'; Lifl'er Tu
.IIUI.IU".
nd Lamont
:t lo l.^ur bus and a
brilli.ini fid.iing and
sno^ketl oul the lone
for the team could do nothinv:
also twirled well. hoKlnv.; tli^ lv^st
6 to 0 score. Both it.inis nuisi Ih"
support which they g.ivc their resp.
hit for Rhody.
Batteries: R. I. Turner, Lamont and Mackenzie.
Holy Cross Burke and Ryan.
Rhody meets her old-time rival. Connecticut, and pins a 5 to 4 defeat on
her. The game was the best seen at Kingston this season; both teams pulling
off seemingly impossible plays. Baxter, performing for the visitors, handled
15 chances with not an error, while "Red" Smith and "Johnny" Johnson
collected fielding honors for Rhode Island. Kirby, L. Smith, and Makin did
the batting honors for Rhody.
Batteries: R. I. Edwards, Turner and Mackenzie.
ConnecticutTautscher and .\lelelli.
w
Before a large crowd of Junior Week guests, Rhody dropped her second
straight to New Hampshire State by the .score of 8 to 3. Rhode Island failed
lo come through with the bal in the pinches, which is shown by the fact that
only five hits were made, while 17 men were left stranded on the sacks.
Batteries: R. I. Turner. Lamont. Edwards and Mackenzie, LaChapelle.
New Hampshire Cronidad. Campbell. Conefrey.
Rhody added another victory to its string by defeating Northeastern. The
game was featured by the twirling of Lamont and Edwards, and the team work
on both sides, which kept the crowd on edge throughout the contest. Pinto.
L. Smith, and Johnson pasted the pill for a double and single each.
Batteries: R. I. Lamont. Edwards and Mackenzie.
Northeastern Elms. Latuneau and Schuman.
The old cry, Beat Connecticut. Beat Connecticut, helped the team to better
efforts, but Rhody had to submit to a 7 to 6 defeat at Storrs. Connecticut
played good ball and took advantage of every opportunity that was offered.
Rhode Island, on the other hand, although hitting in fine shape, made a number
of costly errors which cost us the game.
In the next game Rhode Island defeated the fast St. Michael's team to the
tune of 8 to 4 at Kingston.
"Gob" Edwards, our pitching ace. twirled masterly ball, allowing no
passes and receiving good support. "Joe" Pinto brought the crowd to its feet
when he made a neat running catch of Murphy's drive in deep center.
In the last game of the season the Rhode Island State nine travelled to
Durham and avenged the previous defeat doled out by the New Hampshire team
to the tunc of 3 to 2 in ten innings. The game was hotly contested from
beginning to end.
Lamont. Turner, and Edwards held the heavy hitting New Hampshire
boys to four bingles. Edwards won his own game in the tenth with a bingle.
which scored Cooke, who had walked.
Batteries: R. I. Lamont, Turner, Edwards and Mackenzie.
New Hampshire Emmerson and G. Campbell.
The Rhode Island State Team closed a most successful season with two
victories, bringing the total up to seven against the same number of defeats,
which speaks well for the school, considering that it has played teams stronger
and more experienced than our own.
A great deal of credit must be given to Coach Keaney for his splendid
work that he accomplished in building up a team of that caliber. Appreciation
must also be shown the boys for their hearty co-operation and work in making
the team successful.
The Old Reliable "Gob
"
Edwards. Rhode Island pitching ace. was elected
Captain for the coming season.
Baseball 1923
'')
R. I . 7Wesleyan 10 R. I. 5 Connecticut 4
R. i . II Worcester Poly. 2 R. I. 3 New Hampshire 8
rt R. : . 0 Univ of Vermont 10 R.I. 7 Northeastern 2R. ; . 9 Brooklyn P. I. 1 R. I. 6 Connecticut 7
'J R. 1 . 6 Northeastern 2 R. I. 8 St. Michael's 4
f"P\ R. I 0 Holy Cross 6 R. I. 3 New Hampshire 2
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TRACK
Track, 1922^23
Rhode Islands decisive victory over Brown, October 21. marked the
beginning of another successful season in track. With such men as "Ab''
Bailey. Ernest Smith. Morris Smith, "Red" North. "Bob" Strong, Cruickshank,
and Wilbourn on hand we were well equipped to stand another cross-country
season without blemishing our record.
Our first meet, that with Brown, was easily won by the score of 20 to "18.
Ernest Smith ran a pretty race, and with a strong finish made the fast time of
24 minutes and 34 seconds. "Ab" Bailey finished a close second with Martin
of Brown. North and Strong third, fourth, and fifth, respectively. Our next
meet was with Connecticut, our old rivals, whom we defeated handily. 19 to
39. This one was particularly marked by what was a new record for the
course, set by "Ab" Bailey in the fast time of 24 minutes and 4 seconds. Jacoby
(Connecticut) by a strong sprint nosed oul Ernest Smith, who was followed
by Strong. Little, and Cruickshank. all of Rhode Island.
The call of the cinders was again heard in the spring when fully 50 men
reported to Coach Keaney. including .several letter men. Our first engagement
was with Worcester Tech. After a most hotly contested duel. Rhode Island
emerged the victor by the score of 76 to '^4. While weak in the running events.
Rhody was superior in practically every department in the field events. Turner.
with a new record of 149.6 feet in the javelin throw: "Bob" Strong, who won
the two-mile: Captain Fort in the high hurdles, and Haslam in the pole vault
were among the outstanding stars of the meet.
Two weeks later, Connecticut Aggies invaded Kingston, but not until
Rhode Island had put up a stiff battle did Connecticut manage to nose us out
by the .score of 70 to 65. Our men. being weak in the running events, got
away to a poor start, but made it all up in the field events. Here Rhode Island
was in all ways superior. The outcome of the meet was not decided until the
last event, the javelin throw, in which Connecticut took first and third places.
The feature event was the quarter mile, in which Jack Tower ran a very pretty
race, nosing out a Connecticut man in the fast time of 53 3-5 seconds. Captain
Fort. Chandler, and Macintosh were the other big point winners for Rhode
Island.
The showing made by Rhode Island in Cross-Country for the fall of 1923
speaks well for another highly successful season of track. For the fourth con
secutive time in as many years Rhode Island harriers beat Brown, the score
being 24-32. "Bob" Strong finished first in 24 minutes and 19^ seconds.
followed by Captain North of Rhode Island and Ncvins of Brown, who was
third. One week later. Worcester Tech fell before our fast team, this time the
score being 22-34. "Bob" Strong again led the field, with Holmes of Worces
ter and Captain North of Rhode Island third. Rhode Island thus ended its
fourth successive cross-country season without tasting defeat, a most creditable
record.
Cross'Country, 1922
Rhode Island 20 Brown 38 Rhode Island 19 Connecticut 39
Track, 1923
Rhode Island 76 Worcester 54 Rhode Island 65 Connecticut 70
Cross'Country, 1923
Rhode Island 24 Brown 32 Rhodi; Island 22 Worcester 37

Co^ed Basketball, 1922^23
Last year was the second year ii
collegiate games have been played in girls' b.isket-
ball. and since this is the onlv Hiterculk"gi.ite lorm
of athletics which the co-eds have, ii is reLuively
important in their campus activities.
The 1922-23 season, in which Connecticut.
Jackson, and New Hampshire State were played,
could not have been better, for every game ended
with Rhody at the head, and several of the scores
showed big differences in our favor.
Over half of the girls came out for practice
during the early part of the season. Interclass
games were played first. A cup is offered to the
class which wins, and if it is won three successive
years by one class it becomes theirs permanently.
The class of 1924 has won the cup for two years,
so this season will be a decisive one.
The varsity six were picked from the best of the class teams. Three girls
remained from the previous team Esther Fort and Gladys Peckham. forwards,
noted for their swift pass work, and their skill and accuracy in shooting baskets;
and Grace Harribine. side center, quick and certain to get the ball. Added to
these were Rose Duggan and Ruth Abbott from the substitute team of the
previous year. "Duggie
"
played a strong game, and Ruth Abbott, captain of
the team, was an alert and efficient guard. Katherine Whaley. who loomed up
before Rhode Islanders in her Junior year like a "dark horse." played center.
She was literally the master pivot of the team and surely a great asset.
Ella Bowe was the manager, and H. Burdick. E. Burdick, D. Knowles,
L McGrath. and Ruth Smith were trustworthy substitutes.
By good, stiff practice Mrs. Keaney brought the team up to the mark, and
the girls were ready for the fight when the first game was played with our old
rivals, Connecticut. The game was played at Storrs. and even with the handi
cap of a strange floor, the Rhode Island co-eds won an overwhelming victory
with a score of 39-17 to their credit The whole team played a hard and swift
game.
The second game with Jackson College was played at Medford. This
game also resulted in victory, with Rhode Island once more scoring 39 and
Jackson 17. The guards. "Duggie" and Abbott, deserve special credit in this
game for getting the ball away from their opponents almost invariably.
Connecticut came down, all primed to administer a defeat to the R. I.
girls, but Rhody was ready and ran up a score of 39 to Connecticut's 10.
making it the most decisive victory of the season. The ball went directly from
the center to the R. I. forwards, and the Connecticut girls were given almost no
chance to score.
New Hampshire was the next rival, and their
team proved a harder problem than the others. On
March 17. on our home floor, our team won. after
a hard fight, a victory of 29-18. The game was
fast and rather close, although the final score
shows a comfortable margin in favor of Rhode
Island.
The co-eds expected an even stiffer contest on
the return game with New Hampshire at Durham
a week later; and they proved to be right, for the
game was won by a bare 23-22 in Rhode Island's
favor. The contest was exciting and close, but il
could not be called good basketball, for it was too
rough, passing the limits of boys' rules and almost
degenerating into a fight.
However, the team returned, carrying the
honor of five games, five victories for the season.
5
Co-ed Varsity Basketball, 1923-24
After the undefeated season of 1922-1925. the Co-ed Varsity Basketball
Team determined to keep up the reputation thus acquired. The first. February
16. 1924, with Jackson showed Rhode Island's decided lack of practice, and a
score of 28-18 gave Jackson a victory to go back with.
The next contest, on February 23. was with Rhode Island's keenest rival.
Connecticut State Agricultural College Co-eds. Rhody's fighting spirit cer
tainly had rallied. During the entire first quarter the ball did not enter the
visitors' court, while the R. I. forwards were continually dropping it through
the net. At the end of the first half R. I.'s lead was 29-7. the final score being
48-18 in our favor.
The return game with Connecticut State Agricultural College was staged
on March 8. Though the Aggies were on their home floor, they could not
check the stride of Rhode Island's well-matched sextet when they started the
tally of baskets that made a 30-17 victory for R. I. State.
Lineup
f G. Peckham. '24 s.
f E. Burdick, '25 1.
c K. Whaley, '24 (captain) r.
E. Gage, '25
R. Duggan. '25
H. Burdick. '25

FRAT5
I
i'4.*
I
Rho lota Kappa
Honorary Member
Howard Edwards. A.M.. LL.D
1924
William Horace Brown
Thomas Joseph Kirby
Roy Perry
Robert Palmer Wood
1925
Andrew Thomas Joseph Christensen. Jr.
Edward Joseph Cooney
Albert Edward Makin
Frank Ja.mes Shields
Earl Sidney Siswick
Leslie Thomas Smith
1926
Jeremiah Francis Crowley
Webster Greenman
Arthur White Grover
Ralph Pringle Hill
Paul Johnson
Walter Ackman Pri:sbrey, Jr.
1927
Charles Barnes Braley
Robert Henry Brightman
Howard Clark Br(X)deoot
Frederick William Dechanz
William Henry Ford
Lionel Miles Warde
Caleb Earl Whitaker
William Russell White
n>
^
m&
Eta Chapter of Theta Chi
Honorary Memher
Prof. Harold W. Browning
1924
Charles Brady
Howard Mariin Dowling
William Mitchell Reid
Milton Phillips Steere
Thomas William Smith
1925
Ray\!omi C.Mnvii.L Northup
M.M.'SI! Al I llTDSON NYE
Jnsi 111 Wii I i.\\\ Pinto. Jr.
Lawki Nl I Pill ri.R Ri.:,mington
Harry Ravmunii Si amon
Norman Waih S,\iri ii
Ray.mond Sa.mi 'son Sl tcliefe
James Attmore Wright. Jr.
1926
Stani i y Ci ark Bliss
Ci.ii I OKI) Kl NNETH Bosworth
lonN Aim Rl Gage
.Mark Rissi i i, Gifford
George Ali xandir Harold Mackenzie
Ber.nard .Mai rhi Pickiia.m
Bayden Powfll Taylor
1927
Robert Franklin BosrocK
Waldo Aldon Buxton
Andrew James Clark
Edwin William Raymond Erickson
InilN ."ILIXANDER FENWICK
.ll MIN I Ol 1\ ,\lll I I K
II! I I".l HI 1 ININilSION NFVINS
Kav,\iiinli Thi iM'iioRi: Perron
NiiFi. \'i RNON White Smllh
DONAI D SiPES SPI NCER
Robert Dennis Sughrue
He.rbi:rt Farris Taft
Alfred Norman Webb
Lewis Francis White
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AlPHA
Beta
Gamma
Delta
Epsilon
Zeta
Eta
Theta
Iota
Kappa
Lambda
Mu
Nu
XI
Omicron
Pi
Rho .
Sigma
Tau
Upsilon
Phi
Chi
Psi
Omega
Alpha Beta
Alpha Gamma
Alpha Delta
Active Chapters
Norwich University
iVlassachusetts Institute of Technology
University of Maine
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Worcester Polytechnic Institute
New Hampshire State College
Rhode Island State College
Massachusetts Agricultural College
Colgate University
University of Pennsylvania
Cornell University
University of California
Hampden-Sidney College
University of Virginia
Richmond College
Dickinson College
University of Illinois
Oregon Agricultural College
. , University of Florida
New York University
North Dakota Agricultural College
Alabama Polytechnic Institute
University of Wisconsin
Pennsylvania State College
University of Pittsburg
University of Michigan
Purdue University
IAlpha Epsilon
Alpha Zeta . ,
.Alpha Eta
Alpha Theta
Alpha Iota
.^LPIIA Kappa
Alpha Lambda
Alpha Mu
Alpha Nu
Alpha Xi
Leland Stanford Jr. University
University of Rochester
University of North Carolina
Dartmouth College
Indiana University
West Virginia University
Ohio State University
Iowa State College
Georgia School of Technology
University of Delaware
Alumni Chapters
Boston
New York
Pittsburg
Western Vermont (Burlington)
Providence
WORCESTIiR
Philadelphia
Hartford
San Francisco
Richmond
Chicago
Fargo
Rochester
Detroit
Springfield, Mass.
Washington
Twin City
V
6
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Beta Phi
Honorary Member
PROFES.SOR John Barlow
1924
Harry Clayton Chandler
Fred Norcross Clarke, Jr.
Luke Clarke
Earl Sylvester Edwards
George Stevenson Haslam
Joseph Clifton Ricketts
John Horswell Spooner. Jr.
1925
Roland Henry Chatterton
George Archibald Cruickshank
Georgi; Thomas Gaddes
Nor.vian Belcher Grant
Joseph Mark Lamb
Tho,vias Alfred Laycock
Louis Edward Tilley, Jr.
1926
Harvey Weir Gay
Emery Howard Hall
James Henry Haslam
Ernes I Hi nry La Chapelle
Calvin Lamont. Jr.
Harry Col.man Wilbourn
1927
Clinion I.akiy Armstrong
Marshall Carey Gilbert
Harold Albert Lamberton
Robert Simpson McCully
Edward Andrew Mowbray
Ernest Thomas Skinner
Henry Vernon Van Valkenburg

ii
1924
W. Leonard H. Bennett
Leonard B. Hathaway
Roy W. Howard
Wharton W. Kresge
George A. Matteson
Harry A. Pike
Arthur J. Schaller
1925
Walter J. Shea
Harold C. Heath
Raymond A. Hudson
Willis J. Snow
1926
Donald H. Dennis
RayiMond L. Feeney
Walter S. Gratton
Harold L. McAuslan
Ralph C. Parker
Alexander E. Paterson
1927
Howard J. Canfield
Romeo A. DeBucci
Ja.mes E. Goff
James V. McNeilis
John F. O'Neil
Samuel A. Otis
Alfred W. Swanson
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Lambda Chi Alpha
Honorary Member
Prof. Royal L. Wales
1924
Thomas Maliif
Ralph Sprague Shaw
John Vogler Tower
Wendell Roscoe Turner
James Collier Tweedell
Stephen Duncan Wheeler
rrt
1925
Walter Harold Ahlborg
Everett Perry Arnold
Stanley Carleton Bouchard
Charles Leonard Powell Gledhill
Clyde Spencer Howard
Emerson Tower
1926
Andrew Robertson Brown
George Ellis Dewsnap
Stanley Howe Gii.more
Chester Weber Jensen
Edward Perry Lake. Jr.
Raymond Luft
Ira Daniel .Macintosh
Gi i>I(i,i- Lkni s'i Parr
CjI i)i<r,i I-i;anki in Pierce
(AUI W'AI DIMAK KUHLIN
.\!:i IS Edward S.mhh
1927
Anthony Horton Bliss
Richard Alan Cordin
Ja.mhs Donald
MolililS 1 ISIIK .Il WETT
CVUII Sill Kl Kl.MllALL
Donald .\\ i i N I.angworthy
Merrill Harding Lincoln
Everett Clifton Loud
Irving Fairbanks Patt
Charles Francis Pray
Robert Hazard
Active Chapters
Alpha . Boston University
Ga.mma Massachusetts Agricultural College
Epsilon University of Pennsylvania
Zeta Pennsylvania State College
Iota Brown University
La.mbda Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Beta University of Maine
SlO.MA University of Michigan
Phi Rutgers College
Delta Bucknell University
Pi Worcester Polytechnic Institute
O.micron Cornell University
Mu University of California
Tau Washington State College
Eta , Rhode Island State College
Theta Dartmouth College
Upsilon Louisiana State University
Xi De Pauw University
Chi University of Illinois
Omi:c,a Alabama Polytechnic Institute
Kappa Knox College
Nu University of Georgia
Rho Union College
Psi Purdue University
Alpha-Alpha Butler College
Alpha-Ga.m.ma University of South Dakota
Alpha-Epsilon Harvard University
Alpha-Zeta Colgate University
Alpha-Iota Northwestern University
Alpha-Lambda Oregon Agricultural College
Alpha-Beta University of Wisconsin
.'\lpha-Sigma Cumberland University
Alpha-Phi University of Alabama
Alpha-Delta .Mis,souri School of Mines
Alpha-Pi University of Denver
,\lpha-0,micron Indiana University
Alpha-Mu University of Texas
Ai.pha-Tau Iowa State College
Alpha-Eta Oklahoma A. and M. College
Alpha-Theta Franklin and Marshall College
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Alpha-Upsilon
Alpha-Xi
Alpha-Chi
Alpha-Omega
Alpha-Kappa
Alpha-Nu
Alpha-Rho
.^LPHA-PSI
Gamma-Alpha
Gamma
Gamma
Gamma
G.\MMA
Gamma
Gamma
Gam.ma
Gamma
Gamma
Gamma
Gamma
Gam,ma-Nu
Gam.ma-Tau
Gamma-Eta
Gamma
Epsilon
Zeta ,
Iota
Lambda
Bela
Sigma
Phi
Delta
Pi
O.micron
Syracuse University
University of New Hampshire
University of Richmond
Ohio University
Wabash College
Western Reserve University
Colby College
University of Washington
University of Akron
University of Cincinnati
Universiiv of Piitsburgh
Washington and .leflerson College
Denison L'niversity
University of Chicago
University of Nebraska
Southern Methodist L'niversit'
Washington and Lee I'liiversin
Vanderbilt L nivorsin
Colorado Agricultural Colleg.
Michigan Agricultural Collegi
University of Colorado
Ohio State College
Hamilton College
Alumni Associations of Lambda Chi Alpha
Chicago
Denver
Indianapolis
New York City
Philadelphia
Providence
St. Louis
Bessemer. Ala.
Boston
Buffalo
Cincinnati
Columbus. O.
Cleveland
Dallas
Deiroii
Galesburg. III.
Harrisburg
Hartford
Lincoln. Neb.
Los Angeles
Montgo.mery. Ala.
Pittsburg
San Francisco
Seattle
Washington
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
Williamsport, Pa.

Zeta Pi Alpha
Honorary Member
Professor Joseph Waite Ince
1924
George Henry Cressy
Amos Farnsworth Rowell
William Osborne Schattle
Maitland Pearce Si.mmons
Oliver Jackson Worthington
1925
William Frederick Lucker
Alfred Gilbert Mycock
George Edward Spargo
George Leroy Young
1926
Harry Bernhardt Eckloff
H. Bruce Griffith
Clarence Vincent Hickey
Donald Rosslyn Kinzie
GiioRGE Parker Lawton
C. Albert Mugford
Robert Bennett Strong
Harold Owen Williams
1927
Kenneth Cottrell Brown
Frank Clayton Dixon
William Francis Doyle
Russell Arvid Eckloff
Elvin George Hendrick
Randolph Curtis Holt
David Joel King
Frank Everett Strong


IHonorary Member
Prof. C. L. Sweeting
1924
Raymond N. Birkedai
John E. Crimmins
E. John Ernst, Jr.
Anthony A. Rondo
1925
Edward A. Smith
Adonis Patterson
1926
Martin C. Grossman
John Davis Orr
1927
John M. Droitcour
Frank D. Easterbrooks
Warren Stuart Gray
Donald E. Henderson
Albert L. Hiller
Eldorous E. Martin
Esmond Earl Peckham
Alan H. Pilling
Edward R. Snei.i.
CiiARi.is F. Wilcox
km
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Polygon Interfraternity Society
Rho lota Kappa
Robert P. Wood, '24 Thomas J. Kirby, '24
Leslie T. Smith, '25
Beta Phi
George S. Haslam. '24 Earl S. Edwards, '24
George T. Gaddes, '25
Delta Alpha Psi
W. Leonard H. Bennett. '24 Charles A. Pike, '24
Willis J. Snow. '25
Lambda Chi Alpha
James C. Tweedell. '24 Tho.mas Maliff. '24
Ralph S. Shaw, '25
Zeta Pi Alpha
William O. Schattle. '24 Alfred G. Mycock. '25
William F. Lucker. '25
m
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1924
Esther Evelyn Fort
Lelia Elizabeth McGrath
Gladys Jas.mine Louise Peckiia,m
Ella Leona Remembrance Peckham
Anna Claire Dowling
1925
Evelyn Augusta Burdick
Helen Shaw Burdick
Ruth Erdene Gage
Louisa Briggs Latham
Dorothy Mildred Markham
Vera Isabel Swan
Mercy Louise Vaughn
1926
Elizabeth Bylon
Katherine Viola Clark
Jeannette Elizabeth Collette
Elizabeth Kane
Helen Pauline Kirby ^
ff
1927
Olive Frances Allebaugh
Esther Frances Fischer
Hazel Elizabeth Gage
Florence Angeline Johnson
Laura Estelle Murray
Anna Potter
Elizabeth Cook Ramsbottom
Louise Emelia Staf
Mildred Lucy Tho.mpson
Doris Elaine Urquhart
Mildred Stuart Wood
m(3i&.^
Sigma Kappa
Founded at Colby College, 1874
Active Chapters
Alpha
Beta and Gamma ,
Delta
Epsilon
Zeta
Eta
Theta
Iota
Lambda
Mu
Nu
Xi
OiMICRON
Pi
Rho
Sigma
Tau
Upsilon
Phi
Chi
Psi
Omega
Alpha Biia
Alpha Gamma
Alpha Delta
Alpha Epsilon
Alpha Zeta
Alpha Eta
A. PHA Theta
Ali-ha Iota .
Alpha Kappa
Alpha Lambda
Portland. Maine
Boston. Mass.
New York City
Kansas City
Chicago
Dallas
Central Ohio
Indianapolis
Colby College
. Consolidated with Alpha
Boston University
Syracuse University
George Washington University
Illinois Wesleyan L'niversity
University of Illinois
Universitv of Denver
Universitv of California
University of Washington
Middlebury College
University of Kansas
Jackson College
Leland Stanford Jr. University
Randolph I'Vlacon Woman's College
Southern Methodist University
University of Indiana
Oregon Agricultural College
Rhode Island State College
University of Ohio
.University of Wisconsin
Florida State College for Women
University of Buffalo
Washington State College
University of Tennessee
Iowa State College
Cornell University
University of Minnesota
University of Louisville
Miami University
University of Nebraska
Adelphi College
Alumni Chapters
Iowa
Buffalo
Washington, D. C.
Bloomington, III.
Colorado
Puget Sound. Seattle. Wa
Los Angeles
Bay Cities, Berkeley, Cal.
|I06|
1924
Flossie Eliza Buxton
Dorothy P. Cummings
Grace Elizabeth Harribine
Dorothy Clarke Knowles
Alice Teale Sisson
Katherine Bowen Whaley
I
1925
Rose ,Margaret Duggan
Mary Hoxie Hanson
1926
Hope Murdock Dyer
Ruth Parisette Fearney
Katherine Genevieve Holly
Hazel May Kimber
Martha Ogarita Sayles
Florence Mary Straight
9
t
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1927
Muriel Agnold
.Mabi 1 Evangfline Dimond
Cakoi ini Shipley Forbes
AcNlS hllZABr TH Hartnett
Harriet Elizabeth Lewis
Winifred Marguerite MacLaughlin
Marion Stevens
Thelma Elizabeth Wilmarth
[107)

Active Chapters
Psi University of Arkansas
Cm Transylvania College
Sigma Randolph-Macon Woman's College
Rho I hulane University. Newcomb College
Pi University of Tennessee
Omicron University of Illinois
Xl . Northwestern University
Nu University of Wisconsin
Mu University of California
Lambda University of Kansas
Kappa University of Nebraska
Iota University of Texas
Theta West Virginia University
Eta University of Michigan
Zeta University of Colorado
Delta Dickinson College
Ga.mMA Florida State College
Beta Colby College
.^LPHA University of Washington
Psi Alpha Jackson College
Phi Alpha George Washington University
Upsilon Alpha Syracuse University
Tau Alpha . Ohio University
Sigma Alpha Miami University
Rho Alpha University of Missouri
Pi Alpha University of Cincinnati
Omicron Alpha Coe College
Xl Alpha University of Utah
Nu Alpha , Leland Stanford University
Mu Alpha University of New Hampshire
l AMBDA Alpha University of Kentucky
Kappa Alpha Kansas State Agricultural College
Iota Alpha Southern Methodist University
Theta Alpha Cornell University
Eta Alpha Oregon Agricultural College
Zeta Alpha Ohio State University
Epsilon Alpha University of Oklahoma
Delta Alpha University of Chattanooga
Ga.MMA Alpha Swarthmore College
Beta Alpha University of Pennsylvania
I109J
iPsi Beta
Chi Beta
Phi Beta
Upsilon Beta
Tau Beta
SiG.MA Beta
Rho Beta
Pi Beta
Omicron Bi:ta
Xi Beta
Nu Beta
-Mu Beta
Lambda Beta
Kappa Beta
Iota Beta
Theta Beta
Eta Beta
Zeta Beta
Epsilon Beta
Delta Beta
Gamma Beta
Beta Beta
Alpha Beta
State University of Iowa
Purdue University
Pittsburgh University
HoUins College
Oklahoma State College
Montana State College
Drake University
University of Montana
William and Mary College
University of Maine
University of Alabama
University of Georgia
Rhode Island State College
Southwestern Presbyterian University
Hunter College
University of Indiana
Iowa State College
University of Arizona
University of North Carolina
University of Maryland
Southern Branch of the University of California
State College of Washington
Alabama Polytechnic Institute
Alumni Chapters
(b> FayettevilleWashington, D. C.
Atlanta, Ga.
Lexington, Ky.
Oxford. Miss.
Knoxville, Tenn.
Chicago. III.
Kansas City. Mo.
New York City. N. Y.
New Orleans, La.
Lynchburg, Va.
Denver. Colo.
Milwaukee. Wis.
Portland. Ore.
Lincoln. Neb.
Columbus.
Seattle. Wash.
Los Angeles, Cal.
Cambridge, Mass.
Dallas. Tex.
Eugene, Ore.
Berkeley, Cal.
Cincinnati, Ohio
Syracuse, N. Y.
Detroit, Mich.
Salt Lake City, Utah
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Memphis. Tenn.
Des Moines, Iowa
ClIATTANCXXlA, TENN.
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Panhellenic
Esther Evelyn Fort. '24
.Mary Hoxsie Hanson. '25
President
Secretary and Treasurer
Sigma Kappa
Evelyn Augusta Burdick. '25
Jeannette Elizabeth Collette, '26
Omicron Alpha Alpha
Dorothy Cummings. '24
Ruth Parisette Fearney, '26
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Contributing Editors
Leona R. Peckham. '24 James C. Tweedell. '24
NEWS STAFF
Associate Board
Edward P. Lake, '26, Athletic Gladys J. L. Peckham. '24, Co-erf
Grace E. Harribine. '24. Feature Donald R. Kinzie. '26. Campus
News Board
Helen C. Drew, '24 George E. Parr, '26
Emerson Tower, '25 George E. Pierce, '26
Erdene Gage, '25 Raymond Luft. '26
Stanley Gilmore, '26 Hope Dyer, '26
Raymond S. Sutcliffe, '25 William H. Ford, '27
Business Department
Circulation Manager
Earle Siswick. '25
Advertising Manager
William F. Lucker. '25
Subscription Manager
Everett P. Arnold. '25
Business Staff
Arthur W. Grover. '26
Stanley C. Bouchard. '26
Carlo Ciasullo. Jr., '26
G, Parker Lawton, '26
I)
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Rhode Island Club Roll
Tho.mas Kirby
Leslie T. Smith
Wendell R. Turner
Willia.m H. Brown
Fred N. Clarke. Jr.
George S. Haslam
Roy W. Howard
Thomas Kirby
Henry R. Little
Thomas Maliff
Roy Perry
Andrew Christensen
Edward J. Cooney
Willis B. Gifford
Albert E. Makin
Ray.mond C. Northup
James A. Wright
Calvin Lamont
Ira D. McIntosh
Emery H. Hall
Chester W. Jensen
1924
President
Vice-President
Secretary-Treasurer
Milton P. Steere
James C. Tweedell
John V. Tower
Wendell R. Turner
Walter R. Li"ttle
Charles S. North
Earl S. Edwards
Thomas W. Smith
1925
Adonis Patterson
Walter Shea
Leslie T. Smith
Raymond Hudson
Raymond W. Turner
Joseph W. Pinto
1926
James S. Haslam
Robert B. Strong
Harry Wilbourn
George A. Mackenzie
Clifford K. Bosworth
iThe Athletic Association
James C. Tweedell. '24. President
Thomas W. Smith. '24 Vice-President
Charles Stewart North, '24 Secretary
The Engineering Society
Timothy E. Geary. '23 President
Luke Clarke, '24 Vice-President
John Crimmins, '24 Secretary-Treasurer
The Lecture Association
Vaslet L. Howe, '23. President
Everett P. Arnold, '25 Vice-President
Gladys J. L. Peckham, '24 Secretary
Helen E, Peck Treasurer and Faculty Memher
George V. Marsh. Village Member
m
Y. M. C. A.
Luke- Clarke, '24 President
William F. Lucker. '25 Secretary and Treasurer
Through the organization the Sunday evening discussion groups were
supervised.
It was also through the organization that two delegates. L. Edward Tilley
and Everett Christopher, were sent to the International Conference held at
Indianapolis.
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iLuke Clarke, Manager
Dr. Jules Jordan. Director
1922-23
George Parr. Leader Glee Club
Kenneth Riley. Leader Orchestra
cialion. Lafayette
January 5. 1923
February 2, 1923
.May 16, 1923
May 17, 1923
May 22, 1923
May 25. 1923
Quartet
Thomas Maliff John Nye Everett Christopher Harry Seaman
Mathew Chappell, Reader George Pierce. Accompanist
R. Little and J. Piacitelli. Guitar Soloists
Concerts
Lippitt Hatl. Kingston
Lafayette Village Improvement A
American Legion. Wickford
Narragansett Pier Athletic Association. Narragansett Pier
High-Y Club. Newport
Lippitt Hall. Kingston
1923-24
Luke Clarke. Manager Everett Christopher. Leader Glee Club
Donald Kinzie, Asst. Manager Roy Howard, Leader Orchestra
Dr. Jules Jordan. Director Amos Rowell, Treasurer
Quartet
Albert Gage R. Osborn Everett Christopher Donald Kinzie
Mathew Chappell. Reader R. Little. Guitar Soloist
George Pierce. Accompanist Joseph Lamb. Impersonator
Concerts
Richmond Parent-Teachers' Association. Hope Valley January
Narragansett Pier Athletic Association. Wakefield , February
American Legion. Merrill Post No. 16. Westerly February
West Warwick High School. Westcott
|l
1924
1924
1924
1924

Campus Club
Officers
Farrar Loo.mis Lamprey, '24
Charles Stewart North. '24
Arthur Baxter Miller. '25
Henry Raymond Little, '24
Donald Burch Brown. '25
.loHN Edwards Harvey. Jr.. '26
President
Vice-President
.Secretary
. Treasurer
Sergeant -at -Arms
Membership Secretary
Members
Charles Nickel Allaire.. '26
George Joseph Allaire. '26
Jabez Kendall Blackeby. '26
Sidney Jaquith Bragg. '26
Leslie Grant Burlingame. '25
John Joseph Callanan. '25
Matthew Chappell, '24
Vincent Paul Cummings, '26
John Shaw Coolidge, '25
Harry Thurston Ellstrom, '26
Winston Finucane, '26
Henry Hopkins, '26
Earle Kramer Johnson, '25
Carnig Peter Kachidoorian, '25
Leo Henry Lafleur. '24
Walter Bradford Little:. '24
Al.BERICO CrISPINO MAN.SOLILLO. '26
William Victor McKechnie. '25
Erland Lambert Sandberg. '25
Theobald Herman Schoeller. '26
William Francis Smith. '24
Frank Reger Warden. '25
Harold Colville Warden, '25
Albert Edward Worrall, '26
16
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William Howarth, '26
.^1 Aggie Club
Raymond A. Eldredge, '23
Stephen D. Wheeler. '24
William H. Brown, '24
Fred N. Clarke. Jr., '24
President
Vice-President
Treasurer
Secretary
01
li
The Agricultural Club at Rhode Island State College was founded in
1Q07. Meetings arc held the first and third Wednesdays of each month, at
which some faculty member or other foremost agriculturist delivers an address.
It might be said lhat it is doing as much to boost Rhode Island State College as
any department of the Institution. It holds an Annual Ball, the proceeds of
which are spent in securing for the club meeting, speakers who are prominent in
some phase of agriculture.
The club pays the expenses of the judging team to fairs in and out of the
State. It is at these places that "Little Rhody" is heard from.
So popular has become the Annual Aggie Ball, that the faculty voted it
should rank as one of the big dances of the year.
STUDENT
COUNC I L
William H. Brown, '24
Milton P. Steere, 24 .
William O. Schattle, '24.
Esther E. Fort, 24
President
Vice-President
Treasurer
Secretary
M
COMMITTEES
I
f(^,'
Activities
Thomas Maliff, '24
Thomas J. Kirby, '24
George S. Haslam. '24
Stella Cohen, '25
Frank J. Shields. '25
Judiciary
William H. Brown. '24
Milton P. Steers. '24
Clinton L. Armstrong. '27
Chester W. Jensen. '26
Raymond S. Sutcliffe. '25
Athletics
Farrar Loomis Lamprey, '24
William V. McKechnie, '25
W. Leonard H. Bennett. '24
William F. Lucker. '25
George T. Gaddes, '25
College Development
Thomas Kirby. '24
William O. Schattle, '24
Chester W. Jensen, '26
Florence A. Mooney, '25
Esther E. Fort. '24
'A"-):
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I Phi Delta
Fred N. Clarke. Jr.. '24
Elvim j. Andrews. '23
Grace E. Harribine. '24
Luke Clarke, '24.
Miss Helen E. Peck
President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer
Director and Coach
m
The purpose of Phi Delta is to promote talent in acting before the public,
and create an interest in dramatics among the students at Rhode Island State
College.
Membership is open to all students who have shown ability to act or who
have done definite work for the production of a play.
This year Phi Delta is going to produce "The Dover Road", special
arrangement having been made with Samue! French of New York. The play
will be given during Junior Week.
George H. Cressy. '24
Ehler J. Ernst, '24
J. Clifton Ricketts, '24
L. Edward Tilley. '25
Raymond S. Sutcliffe, '25
dent
Secretary and Treasurer
Members
Mark Gifford. '26
William F. Lucker, '25
Parker C. Lawton, '26
John J. Callanan, '25
Oliver J. Worthington, '24
Debating Society
Ray.mond S. Sutcliffe, '25.
William F. Lucker, '25
President
clary and Treasurer
The Debating Society has charge of the Freshman-Sophomore Debate and
the intercollegiate debates.
Two intercollegiate debates have taken place to date:
R. I. S. C. versus Univ. of Maine at R. 1. S. C. Feb. 14. 1923.
Univ. of N. H. versus R. I. S. C. at N. H.. Feb. 14, 1924.
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Y. W, C, U.
President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer
Publicity Chairman
World Fellowship
Social Committee
Officers 1923-1924
Grace Harribine:
Helen Burdick
Flossie E. Buxton
R. Erdene Gage
Evelyn Burdick
Martha O. Sayles
Vera Swan
The Young Women's Christian Union has been exceedingly active
during 1923-1924. The able leader with her "staff" has done a great
deal to make the organization a growing one. The weekly programs have
been most interesting, and our social committee always has a surprise for us
once a month. Our new bulletin board has created much attention! It bears
so many good things worth knowing about. The Christmas Sale was indeed
successful.
The "Y. M." on the campus has co-operated with us in having joint
discussion groups, whereby the students may discuss world problems. They
also gave us their support last spring with our Sunday evening song services
""under the elms."'
The association has many plans for the coming year. The greatest of
these is to send as many delegates to Camp Maqua as possible.
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Blanket Tax Committee
Fred N. Clarke, '24
Football Manager
Charles Brady. '24
Basketball Manager
Harry R. Sea,man, '23
Track Manager
William H. Brown. '24
Baseball Manager
Oliver J. Worthington, '24
Beacon Representative
Raymond S. Sutcliffe, '25
Debating Society
Luke Clarke, '24
Glee Club Manager
Miss Alice L, Edwards
Lecture Association Representative
Faculty Members
,A:>"i
(Si
Prof, Tyler
Prof. Barlow
Prof. Wales
Mr. Keaney
1)1
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Commandant
Claude J. Hammond. Captain. Inf.. D. O. L.
Staff
Joseph Church. c:ai'iain. Inf.. D. O. L.
Jesse M. Prime, Tmh. Si kli ani". D. E. M. L.
Elmer C. Lindsey, Si k^ ,i ,\n i , D. E. M. M.
Headquarters Detachment
.Major
First Lieutenant i Adjutant )
First Lieutenant (Band Leader)
I'trst Sergeant I Drum Major)
Color Sergeant
Hand Sergeant
Hand Corporal
Harold F. Kern
Everett P. Arnold
Roy W. Howard
GioKci- H. Park
Ja.mi s H. Hasi-A.m
Harry B. Griffith
Henry Hopkins
Captain
First Sergeant .
First Platoon
F. Loomis LaiMprey
William O. Schattle
Norman B. Grant
Warren D. Nichols
Company A
1st I.teut. (Plat. Comdr.)
Platoon Sergeant
Sgl. R. G. I.dr. Lit Sec.
Sgt. I.. G. I.dr. 2nd Sec.
Captain
First Sergeant
First Platoon
Harry C. Chandler
Carnig P. Kachid(.x)rian
Willia.m V. McKechnie
G Parker Lawton
Captain
First Sergeant
First Platoon
John V. Tower
Willia.m F. S.mith
E.merson Tower
Norman W. Smith
Company B
Ist Lieut. (Plat. Comdr.)
Platoon Sergeant
Sgt. R. G. I.dr. Ist Sec.
Ralph S. Shaw
Wharton W. Kresge;
Second Platoon
John H. Spooner
Raymond N. Birkedal
Erland L. Sandberg
Harvey W. Gay
William H. Brown
Charles L. Gledhill
Second Platoon
Arthur J. Schaller
John S. Coolidge
Donald B. Brown
Sgt. L. G. Ldr. 2nd Sec. HERBERT E. Radcliffe
Company C
Ist Lieut. (Plat. Comdr.)
Platoon Sergeant
Sgt. R. C. Ldr. Ist Sec.
Sgt. L. G. Ldr. 2nd Sec.
Ja.vies C. Tweedell
Harold C. Warden
Second Platoon
Ehler J. Ernst
Leonard B. Hathaway
Milton H. Bidwell
Albert E. Arnold
f
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Aggie Ball
Lippitt Hall, October 26, 1923
Committee of Arrangements
Mr. ""Obadiah" Brady. Chairman
Music Decorations
Caleb"" Shaw "'Rube" Grant
Refreshments Programs
Abe"' Thatcher
Floor
'Hank" Remington
""U RIAH " Christopher
Patronesses
Mrs. Howard Edwards ,Mrs. Howland Burdick
Mrs. George Adams Mrs. Leslie Keegan
ft:
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Soph Hop
Lippitt Hall. December 14. 1923
Committee of Arrangements
Mr. Kenneth Clarke. Chairman
Reception
.Miss Ruth Fearney
Floor
Mr. George Dewsnap
Patronesses
Mrs. William Whalen Mrs. Leslie Keegan
Mrs. Joseph Ince Mrs. Lillian Peppard
Mrs. Frank Keaney Miss Lucy Tucker
V7
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Military Ball
Lippitt Hall, February 29, 1924
Committee
Major Harold F. Kern. Chairman
Finance
Capt. Ralph S. Shaw
Lieut. Loomis Lamprey
Lieut. John V. Tower
Lieut. Everett P. Arnold
Lieut. Arthur J. Schaller
Sergt. John Coolidge
Entertainment
Capt. William H. Brown
Programs Music
Lieut. Harry C. Chandler Lieut. Roy Howard
Floor
Sergt. Leonard B. Hathaway
Refreshments
Sergt. Emerson Tower
Patronesses
Mrs. Howard Edwards Mrs. Joseph Church
Mrs. Claude G. Hammond Mrs. William J. Whelan
Mrs. Paul S. Burgess
[136]
Reception
Lieut. John H. Spooner
JUNIOR
PROM
Junior Week
May I0M3, 1923
With what fervor and enthusiasm wc prepared for our Junior Week, most
prominent event of all four years at Rhode Island!
On Thursday, May tenth, at three o'clock in the afternoon, a basehall
game between New Hampshire State and Rhode Island ended in an 8 to 3
victory for New Hampshire.
In the evening came the event of the week, the Prom. At eight-thirty
the tantalizing strains of Hardy's Tivoli Orchestra drew everyone to Lippitt
Hall.
Tbe committee responsible for its success were:
Chairman James C. Tweedell
Music Roy Howard
Decorations J. C. Ricketts, G. E. Harribine
Printing Charles Brady
Floor . Leonard Bennett
Refreshments Gladys Peckham
Reception Esther Fort
On Friday evening, after a day of "recuperation" for some, and "prepara
tion" for others. Phi Delta presented "Only 38." It was a tremendous
success, and well repaid the zealous efforts of all who participated.
Saturday was Interscholastic Day. when all of the High Schools of Rhode
Island were invited to be the guests of Rhode Island and participate in the Track
Meet prepared for them.
The day ended with dances at the fraternity houses, which were well
enjoyed.
Junior Week was over, but what unforgettable memories we had of those
few days so filled with joyous pleasure!
M
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I Commencement Ball
Lippitt Hall. June 18. 1923
Committee of Arrangements
Miss Gladys L. Peckham. Chairman
Mr. Leonard Bennett Mr. Thomas W. Smith
Mr. H. George Bemis
Patronesses
Mrs. Howard Edwards Mrs. George E. Adams
Mrs. Royal L. Wales Mrs. Alice E. Edwards
B
(
I
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li
Program of Commencement Week (j)
A,
Rhode Island State College '
June 14^18, 1923
\!v'| Program /
Uj Thursday. June 14 \^j
"^ Initiation of Phi Kappa Phi Agricultural Hall
Friday. June 1 5
Senior Class-Day Exercises Under the Elms
"The Romancers" Rostand Under the Elms
I
>.j Saturday, June 16
Faculty-Senior Baseball Game Athletic Field
Informal Alumni Luncheon East Hall
Annual Business Meeting of Alumni Ass(x;iation East Hall
'i-ii
^ Class Reunions
Wj Fraternity and Sorority Banquets
\>>] Sunday, June 17
.X Baccalaureate Exercises Lippitt Hall
.\ddress PRESIDENT HOWARD Edwards
Musical Service Village Church
Monday. June 18
Thirtieth Annual Commencement ExercisesLippitt Hall
Greetings GOVERNOR WILLIAM S. FLYNN
Address HoN. Ira N. Morris, U. S. Minister to Sweden
.Address HON. JOHN J. TiGERT, U. S, Commissioner of Education
Commencement Ball Lippitt Hall
1^1
\rt\
n'oi
iHigh Honors
Raymond M. Peckham George L. Parker
Timothy E. Geary Emily M. Martin
Caroline F. Tabor
Senior Honors
Ruth H. Smith
Raymond A. Eldredge
Richard N. Salisbury
Marion L. Cook
George L.
Miriam A. Cargill
Emily M. Martin
Raymond M. Peckham
Richard N. Salisbury
Parker
Junta
Katherine B. Whaley
William H. Brown
Honors
Dorothy C. Knowles
Alice T. Sisson
Sophomore Honors
Milton H. Bidwell Stella Cohen
William F. Lucker R. Erdene Gage
I
Freshman Honors
Martha O. Sayles Ira D. McIntosh
Ruth E. Curran Harry T. Ellstrom
Constance C. Knobelsdorff Clifford K. Bosworth
William Marcaccio
;
2^ nLUMNi HQTtS ^1030-
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Tun 1^24 "drisi" IS the product of the effortso/ the l.diun-tal and Business Boards, aided
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GLEDHILL AND HOWARD
Nope, you're wrong. We are not the originals of thai fannuis
pair of characters, the Gold Dusl Twins. Wc are just a couplf
of rookies whom our mutual friend (?). AI Knight, rooked at
Camp Devens this summer for .some undeserved fatigue duty. Wc
ciiil considfralik- tonsigning oi said friend to the eternal fires, and
li.ippy smilf Inlort- the camera Iiither of us is not so much un
looks, you know, bul an abbre%'iatcd army uniform sure docs Sii
off a man's physique. Don't you think? Of course, we won i
admit it, but the moraj is er take the advanced course.
BENNETT
Hot sluff, kid. hot scuff. Notice how easy and natural like
I lake it. too. Anybody would think I was quite accustomed to
holding such a precious bundle in my arms, ch.' Well, all I can
sjv is that they might think right. I sure have got a happy smile
on, too, you notice. Notice, too. that the "precious bundle"
don't seem to be having such a terrible time. What do you think.
boys? ni bet she's pretty proud ol her big, strong man. Don't
vou.' That "big. strong man" is tipping you off to something.
ihough. boys. This is just between you and mc. Listen close
I'd hate to have to walk two miles under these conditions"
Well, so long. boys. Drop around and see
igl
congn
KNOTT
Oh. hum! It was i tough night. I'll tell a world,
party, the boy. some party. Could she pet? Oh. mamma
your son! Gee. do you know, if there's anything I hate,
getting up on the morning after the night before. Believe m
some tired! !m glad this house is handy, so I can have som
to hold me up while this snapshot artist is getting in his woi
don't step out very much when I'm at college, but turn me
w^hile I'm home and watch me do my stuff. Of course, this la
year in college I haven't been exactly sitting still, as far as tl
opposite sex goes. Well. I guess I'll go back lo bed for anothi
couple of hours of pounding a mean ear. Ta. la.
Ill
JACK TOWER
appy, eh? Real "college," if you
:-bun Noiic the
iaid trousers. 1 guess. I wear
jll do that at "Hawvard." If it wasr
olher "-eds" here on the campus, visit
was a college. Most of the boys dre:
woods of Carrotville Centre, Notice
four years of intensive study to acquin
my technique "down the line." bul I
furnished me with the ground work.
,k mc. Notice
lailor pants. I should have
collar turned up. too. They
;n't for mc and a few of the
uld : this
s like rubes from the back
ny 6/st^ pose. too. Took
that, 1 obtained most of
must admit that co-eding
Well, I must be getting
ng. I hav for
\&\ THE GIRLS
Well. I guess we're not the "woiks." ch? Il sun
age we're living in. This age of the emancipation of i
the placing of them on an equal footing with men. W
stand firm for equal rights on the campus, loo. Even l<
by heck. Helen says she's adopted the real honest-l
outfit of a typical R. I- "ed.
'
Alice evidently believ
would rather be a little more urban, however. Bui
were going to get our rights, no matter what happens,
think we're right?
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Specialists in..
i
School and College
ENGRAVINGS
liiiiiiBi11 |Biiiipiii
20 Mathewson Street
Providence R. 1.
J
11501
Wakefield Trust Company
WAKEFIELD. R. I.
Capital. $100,000 Surplus and Profit. $125,000
Branch at Narragansett Pier
Open Entire Year Safe Deposit Boxes to Rent
Interest on Participation Account Paid
February 15 and August 15
BENJAMIN F. Robinson
President
Georgk a, Kroeni-r
Asst. Seal, and A%!
If te tf
John E. Babcock
Secretary - Treasurer
F-rank W. Clemens
2d Asst. Secy, and Asst. Tr
=3^ ^^
CALENDAR
FEBRUARY
ay, with all new fangled ideas. Gussie overcome.
Band plays a funeral dirge.
liters. Amid the clanging of steel and ringing of bowls the cry of "When
i debut al Thela Chi dance with "Pugh Bros.
"
perfume.
steak, this being the last episode of "The Leather Pushers"
ivhen he thinks of eat, everything goes black and a lump comes in his10, Bill Whalen :
Copt. Knight made officer of the day. How come. AI. how coi
Assembly (crowd?) severely attacked by sleeping sickness,
George Washington had a birlhday. Thanks. George, old boy
Tim Geary loses shoe at game. Wc all gather to pray for all Ic
Tim Geary enters Movies, featuring The Woman Th.
Chickens m
Prof. Bills
have gone home on Itieir week
' made head of Bookkeeping Depart
We have beef. Tough. How
has charge of all bills, both large
iMARCH
l-our wife, let
laundry.
Equipped with many years' experience for
making photographs of all sorts, desirable for
illustrating College Annuals, Best obtainable
artists, workmanship, and the capacity for
prompt and unequalled service.
5-5
White Studio
Photographers to "1924 Qrist"
Executive Office
1546 Broadway New York City
L.
^5^^^. .^ ....
I;ST.\B1 ISHrn 1858
Geo. F. Young
<ScBro.
Cigars
Cigarettes
Tobaccos
Pipes
PROVIDENCE, R. I.
;
I :
I
!
1
:
i
;
! 36; =36=
ays if Febn
MARCH-
iry don't W
-(Continued)
h, then April May.
ay the Mavor is a linlc hon
here, .ind rcate ihc po.-m snr
Court
Gob Edwar.
Week-cnden
We all march forth some here and si
Keaney says he doubts whether the ni
Tim says whatever a man sewelh il
Joe Nedo says a sock on the foot ii
blast. School running on half time.
Band rehearses. The songs were good, but lhe "air" was terrible.
Fresh-Soph Game. Sophs aren't as dumb as they look. They couldn't
Junior-Senior Game, Many are cold, but few are frozen.
Sigma Kappa House dedicated. Many Alumni back.
Beacon Board have pictures taken. This photo will have many good
,riy.
R. O. T. C. concert, featuring "Parade of the Wooden Soldiers,"
There being no court session this week, we attend assembly,
Joe Nedo says the library is the tallest building in Kingston just becausi
The Blue Club get picture. Who's who and why. is the question.
Co-cds defeat New Hampshire, 29-18.
Delta Alpha Psi dance in the evening.
Spring fever epidemic much in evidence.
Grant hangs around the cows so much he's got hay fever.
Several targets arrested on charges of being all shot.
Would it were a week from to-day so we could sing 'Home, Sweet Horr
Ifc!
m
=9L .il it. ^^=M^= JL
SWEATERS!
V'lSIeck, Ring Nec/c ,
and Coat Styles
We tarry the finest line of ;
the lowest market price
Golf Suits, Knickers and Golf !
Hose, Soft Collar Outing
Shirts
EVERYTHING FOR GOLF !
TENNIS and BASE BAtt.
John F. Cashman '
ATIII.FTIC Ol'Tltttfr
PROVIDENCE. R. I. i
"- T "
Heard in the Class Room
Milil.irv ScK-na- class
Cap I Ernsi, liow ni.iny men are there on duty in an observation post.'
Ernsi , 1 wci, sir,
Capi.: What do they doi"
Ernst: They work in pairs, sir.
Speaking of dumb-bells, remember the Ercshman that thought the blanket
tax was for bed clothes.'
Pete, the Iron Man. enters Lanza's office.
Lanza: Good morning Mr. Eldred. What can I do for you?
PetP: Hm er Hm.
Lanza: Yes. all right. Is there anything else?
PrkxY (in speech before the visiting legislators) : I didn't come here to
make money honestly.
In Psy. and Ed. 1 :
"'
Prop. Carroll: What is the oldest nation?
Wise Cracker: Stag-nation.
In English 5 :
Student: In the days of Shakespeare the women had nothing to say.
Miss Peck: Oh, I don't think so.
[1541
RENTED SUITS
"lo the Wi'arer"
This Suit may be
purchased at a rea-
^iMB sonable figure in
accordance with its
usage.
WALDORF CLOTHING CO.
212 UNION street
Dress C/or/jes Spettalisis
Warwick Club
Beveraj^es
are
ALWAYS IN LINE
RADIO SETS AND PARTS
COMPLETE LINE IN STOCK
CROSLEY FEDERAL
GREBE NEUTRODYNE
RADIO CORPORATION
Sec Radio Headquarters of
Geo. L. Claflin Company
72 NORTH MAIN STREET PROVIDENCE. R. I.
Opposite Eirst Baptist Church
CALENDAR
MARCH (Con
We tell Gussie il we haven't t
Fashion reports state men's tn
A hair was lound in the ice c
Joe Nedo .says some fellows h:
We thought we were going av
Drill as per usual. "Johnnie
ley. won't Dr. Edwards help us
>rn no longer thi.s year,
ice had just been shaved.
outh they have to put "bridges"
Chef
the
? pies because they :
Open All Night"
ourselves for Eastei
APRIL
"Our Eggs Can't be Beat.
One more shopping day before classes a
We come back for Drill. "Oh. the Ai
"Shake" gets water on the knee, due to
'The Art of Persuasion" is ably dem
Russia, anyway?
Ye CO eders rate the Pan Hellenic.
Keaney's prayer follows first game of the se
Delta Tau Lambda hold conference Why
Spring fever gets big headway.
All those desirous of taking the advanced co
ly and Navy Forever" is played,
heap joint, and has to wear pumps,
istrated in Lippitt Hall. Who wai
Il
RHODE ISLAND STATE
COLLEGE
Offers Free Collegiate Instruction to residents of Rhode Island
who present for entrance fifteen units of high school work
COURSES OF STUDY
For Men
For Women Agriculture
, , y~ Applied ScienceHome economics _ . , ,
, , J c business AdministrationApplied Science _ ,^ -i r-t. i
engineering (Civil, Chemical.
Electrical and Mechanical)
Teacher Training for both Men and Women
Specifically in Home Economics and Agriculture
Military Department. Reserve Officers' Training Corps
Board and Room at Cost
Total Estimate of Expenses Yearly $300
For Catalogue. Address
Registrar, Rhode Island State College
KINGSTON. RHODE ISLAND
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Kingston Hill Store
General Variety Store
SOMETHING FOR EVERYBODY QUALITY. VALUE AND SERVICE
CHOICE FRUITS. GROCERIES, PROVISIONS and DRY GOODS
CIGARS, TOBACCO, and CONFECTIONERY
GIVE us A CALL AND BE CONVINCED THAT OUR GOODS ARE THE
BEST AND AS LOW AS CAN BE OBTAINED ELSEWHERE
Kingston Htll Store, Kingston, R. I.
TELEPHONE CONNECTION A. C. SCHMIDT. Prop
CALENDAR
APRIL (Continued)
What would we rather do than go I
Farnum Brown tries to get photo t;
Butterworth seen walking across campus wilh a co-ed.
Sigma Kappa hold housewarming and dance.
Some go to church, others ride in Pcckham's Ford and get the devil knocked out of them.
Macintosh loses the hammer while at track practice. Too much onions. Mac,
AI drills the boys with wim and wIkrIcs Lay off those backs. Al.
Dream about next term bill al .isscml.lv The Glee Club will furnish the note. I guess.
We defeat Worceslcr, W 2 I els v:n i rank. One good turn deserves another.
We lose. The players just couldn I touch a drop.
Lambda Chi Alpha banquet. Much alumni attend and cultivate art of interior decorating.
Dead as per usual.
Zip Mowry thinks he is an uplifter of humanity because he ran an elevator.
Drill. Ever read the book. "This Freedom." by Hutchinson. Al? Gee. it's great!
Co-cds leave for Providence. Roll of Vasolino will be in Providence today.
interfraternity baseball stans. Reminds one of Shakespeare's play. "The Comedy of
Errors."
Watson buys a boy's ticket at a dance and movie.
Wc defeat Northeastern in a 12-inning game. 6-2.
Rain and then some more rain.
Canoeists much in evidence. Don't paddle ber back eds.
[1571
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' Established 18t)4 !
MAINE'S :
ICE CREAM
WHOLESALE RETAIL
All Orders Given Prompt an
Careful Attention
d
CATERING A SPECIALTY
;
TelephoneNarragansett Pier 281 M
1 WAKEFIELD, R. I.
1 >t ac 3C oc le at- at. e_ -se
;
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CALENDAR
MAY
I. We are told of Inspection. May 7-8.
2 Assembly as usujI. "Midsummer Nights Dream."
1. Future officers, who will keep lhe world safe for democracy, drill three long hours. Well
done, thou good and faithful servant, says Al Knight.
4 Prof, Bills uses his flivver when smoking stogies so he won't have the bother to shake off
the ashes. Squeak.
S. We win at track and baseball: defeat W. P. I, 79-56 and Conn, 5-4.
6. Prepare for visitors is evidenced by many pressing engagements.
7. Who won the war at Inspection.'
8. Again we drill: only more of it.
9, Coach is going to join the Gtee Club; has imported four tone shoes.
10. The Prom of Proms. We play "Three O'clock in the Morning" with success.
1 1. Phi Delta play. Dig a little deeper is heard by all,
12. Interscholastic Track Meet.
n. We recover from Prom and recite Hnes from Macbeth, especially "The Innocent Sleep,"
14. The Mill starts operations again.
15. Any chance of a rest. Al.'
16. Bill Fort swallows ink and chews blotters all afternoon.
17. Advanced course men are inoculated, hence a brief vacation. Circcn and blue colors appear
to be all the rage.
18. We lose to Conn. 7-6.
19. Eke Turner sees AI Knight coming across campus and tells Freshmen, "Work, for the
Knight is Coming."
20. Chicken for dinner. Not so tough, chef; it's tougher.
[1581
The Elite Orchestra
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N, SARASINO. V'lo/misl om/ y.eoier
Pupil of Henri J Eaucher
JUST THE KIND OF MUSIC EOR SOCIAL FUNCTIONS
52 Marietta Street Providence. R. I,
Room il. East Hall 1 elephone Union 11<I7-R
Harold Whitinj^
Lunch
Room
CONLLCIIONLRY AND
TOBACCO
1Wakefield Opera House Building J
=Sl It i^
Complete Sport
Outfitters
The Winchester Store
Weslminster at
Snow Street
PROVIDENCE. R. I.
11391
Warm Air Heating
THE MOST EFFICIENT
AND HEALTHFUL SYSTEM
FOR YOUR HOME
INSTALLED BY EXPERTS
BRALEY & McLaughlin
PROVIDENCE, R. I. Established 1898
o, they say; but they '
ough faith to bring along
calendar
MAY (Continued)
21. Bil! r-lynn's staff will be down "iweat. They eat pier
give the soldiers even the bon-e-s,
22. The day we longed for. May it pour. Al.
23, Farmers go to church to pray for rain, but haven
umbrella.
24. Co-eds prepare for interclass track meet.
25. Glee Club set us up to a concert.
26, Zeta Pi Alpha banquet.
27. Just like a hive of bees' swarm.
28. Interfraternity baseball
29. Hold the last drill of s^
30. Memorial Day.
31, We defeat St. Michael's. 8-4.
JUNE
I, Fish chef says he can tell the weight of any fish by the scales on their back.
2. Defeat New Hampshire, 3-2. Gob Edwards elected Captain for '24.
3. Rain. Thirty Acre parties break up.
4. Return Al his monkey suits. "It's a grand and glorious feeling.'
5. No drill. Al, this drill was getting to be a "bore."
6. 'AUs well lhat ends well." we say, and we think of finals coming.
7. Gob Edwards says if there is anything in a man the sea will bring it out of
8. Debate held as to whether long words should be spoken in short pants.
9. Prepare to hit the finals.
10. Wc do the same thing.
11, -Just Before the Battle. Mother."
[1601
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Tel, 6! R 11 Res. 77.R.I2
0
Toggery and Optical Shop
Nj^
fcap.
Anbreui S. Slbalrii
Pcacrilalr fit^pbr Jalanti
Peacedale Opera
House
(filaaatr pt|ata piaya
1
Our Motto"r uurapltiea tijp
bettrr errur bti srruiiiyi otbrrB bret."
f
l!^9
Compliment5 of
W. L. Douglas Shoe Co.
ki
L.
John T. Fearney
& Son
De.ilers in
Sea Foods
PROVIDENCE. R. L
Telephone Union 1204
ir
Established in 1847
L. VAUGHN COMPANY
Iv^l
SASH, DOORS, BLINDS
and BUILDERS' FINISH
Dislnlmlors l
MORGAN DOORS, also
UPSON WALL BOARD
1 153T 155 WESTMINS'LER STREET PROVIDENCE, R. I.
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JUNE (Continued)
The battle is on.
Wc pass Bills Notch.
No advance made in this section.
Plans of peace started. Class Day
Peace declared and wc return home.
Prepare for *
Class of 1923 joi
I. Prexy dchvers Baccaul;
nks of the Alumni.
14. Football
J 5. Several ac
SEPTEMBER. 1923
vn and make ready for another year, perhaps,
back for extra drills.
I college in preparation for make-ups.
Radij ; go on s,
; Ford red becaiProf, Tyler paints f
be painted red."
Football men still drill with Frank and the American Apple.
We pay term bills. We wished they posted signs around Pos
Chef says just because you're a ham don't think your swift.
Joe Nedo tells a joke (?) n-n-n-d-dd--an-n-n, etc.
Debate as to whether a parlor is a mushroom or not, and if
We rest after strenuous week ( .' ? ?),
Back again to the grind. Some drop Chem.
Wc stage our first drill with Claude, Fxercisc in cadence, etc.
Attending our first assembly. Wc hear all about the com
The purchasing of furniture of distinc
tion that appeals to cultivated tastes by its
beauty of design and workmanship, and its
dependable quality makes it a lasting invest
ment.
Whether a suite for the living-room, dining-
room or bed-room, or only an occasional piece,
one will readily find something appropriate
from our spacious floors.
Joseph Marcus & Company
184-194 NORTH MAIN STREET
PROVIDENCE RHODE ISLAND
"livery man has a style ol bis own as well as a character of his own."
Fashion Facts.
The point is select a suit in color, pattern, model that goes with your
style and this will accentuate your style, emphasize your personality.
In our well selected assortment of suits the exact kind for you is here.
Our "Strand" Model Suit was designed specially for College Men and
each season has increased in popularity.
KNOX HatsNETTLETON Shoes.
Browning, King & Company
WESTMINS'LER AND EDDY STREETS. PROXTDENCT
SILVER
WATCHES
JEWELRY
PICTURES
FURNITURE
STATIONERY
GLASS. CHINA
ORIENTAL RUGS
LIGHTING FIXTURES
VICTROLAS. RECORDS
Tilden -Thurber
PROVIDENCE. R. I.
Hotel Dreyfus
Providence
Rhode Island
Class Banquets Solicited
i
.Ai/;i>'idA2>^:>^
HARIIIS
oIls
GREASES
America's
Leading
Lubricants
Automobiles. Motorcycles. Airplanes. Motor Boats, and
All Classes of Industrial Machinery
AN
Oil or Grease for Every Lubricating Requirement
A. W. Harris Oil Company
126 South Water Street Providence. R. I.
Br.-\nch: C[ncAr,o. Ill
CALENDAR
.SEPTEMBER (Continued)
Red Smith tat% sodj crackers and calls it a square meal.
Prof. Churchill speaking on Prohibition says. 'If whiskey will kill you. Would Alcohol?
Prof. Viles says. "Married men make the best husbands.'*
Some one ran over a fiock of chickens, I guess, Eor particulan see the chef.
OCTOBER
: quarry. A-hile others were collected i
and more groans, but we <
nee another check.
though.
Explosion at
Again wc ma
Bills loses his hat. Ho
On to Harvard, shouts
We journey to Beantow
Wc bow to John Harvi
We return to Kingston.
Rush feeds still going strong.
The night before.
Bids are extended to Freshmen. "Alls well that ends well."
One co-ed has such long hair it touched the ground the first gust of wind that ;
In 1402 Columbus discovered America. Thanks. Chris, old boy. for your I
a holiday.
We lost to New Hampshire State.
Fashions arc reviewed on campus. Speakers say Cellar steps arc worn very
year, Wc don't doubt it.
agair $1 has (
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The W. E. Barrett Company
Canal and Waterman Streets
Providence, R. I.
FARMING TOOLS
SEEDS
Poultry Supplies Fertilizers
L
We drill. We ha
Mr. Whalen advi:
duH nbiy.
CALLNDAR
OCTOBER (Continued)
ting up exercises, bul we hope we will be set u;
' more comfortable chairs in order that sleep
of. Maguire. made Admiral, now has charge of all chem vessels in the Lab-
John Pryor King of Coffee Alley loses himself. He ought to know the grounds
1 should think.
Co-eds start a diet on charcoal because carbon is a reducing agent.
Dead as usual.
We return to the hill. All cafeteria men rush the door.
We drill in the hall. Rain has some advantages.
Gosh, but sleep is a blessed thing. He who goes to assembly often is foolish.
comfortable home.
Noah had the first money. He sent oul a dove and it brought a green back.
Aggie Bawl.
We fell to N. Y. U, Darn those city folks, anyway'
Community service; subitct. "What We Think of Our Professors." They say
a lengthy discussion on the subject.
Pete F;ldred swallowed a spoon and couldn't stir for two days. Sorry. Ug Ug.
Claude, was the command, "Rest." omitted from the I. D. R,?
We read from the Bible that cigarettes were used because Abraham said to
ieuh me a Camel."
NOVEMBIiR
lUt seriously, how well do you know Rhode
iland and its huge industrial plants the
real workshops in which you and others
.ill be deeply interested during your busi-
css life?
lave you ever visited the Brown ^ Sbarpc
'Unt. the largest factory in the world ex-
lusivcly devoted to the manufacture of ma-
BROWN SHARPE MFG. CO
Milling. Grinding, Gear Cuttinf
for s
Com
and
mode
and se
go thro
rn mach
acalion begin
Ihe historic
ugh our pi
nes are buil
1 exhibi
ant anc
o Tool
c how
Our
Prov
Static
Com
welco
dence a short w
Promenade
alk from
Street
Union
Youll al ays b
. PROVIDENCE, R I. U. S. A.
w .M ichines. Small Tools Cu Iters
& SH.AR[-f-; PI,.\NT .AT I-KOVII)ENCK
ADVERTISE IN AND SUBSCRIBE TO
THE BEACON
The College Newspaper
For Information write lo Olivi R .1. WoRrilIN(.rON. Businfs.s Manage
ARCHIE BROWN
Automobile Accessories
ATLANTIC GASOLINE
DIAMOND TIRES
BICYCLE REPAIRS AND
SUPPLIES
Columbia Cor. Wakefield. R. 1.
PRINTING
.\l ihc
Times Printing Office
Wakefield. R. I.
Well. Promplly und Reasonably
Done
WE SELL STATIONERY
Sheldon House Furnishing Co.
Dealers in
Furniture, Rugs, Glassware, Kitchenware, Ranges, Crockery,
Lamps, Phonographs, Wall-Paper, Paints, Oils,
Varnishes. Brushes, Alabastine, Lime, Paste, Floor-wax,
Paper-towels, Paper Plates, Cups, Napkins,
Linoleums. Congolcums. and Bedding
CROCKERY AND til.ASSWARE RENTED EOR BANQUETS
n
Smart
Younj^ Men's
Clothing
WILLIAM F. CASEY
W'llh
KENNEDY'S
Westminster and Dorrance I
PROVIDENCE, R. I.
Greetings
IO Ihc
ALMA MATER
Home of the Li^htinfi
Fixture Iruhistry
[ O. B. Hawxhurst & Son
162 Pine Street
Providence. R. I.
>^g>'<>,..") . w.pi Tt: ^M
THE UTTER COMPANY
South County Printers
WESTERLY. RHODE ISLAND
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NOVEMBER (Contin
W P, 1 , 0-0 M
Rope Pull
enough.
issued. Wl
as the chief :
: spongi
join the army.
3uple of days.
okt'd long enough, but no
win I-'rosh use water wings,
shirts or blankets hat say, Claude,
If W'inUT Comes .^'
Strength of i
Chef make si
Jack Tower decides i
We all go home for .
Kingston deserted.
Day off. The boys signed an armistice, they say.
We take the town by storm. Wilcox cleans up plenty.
The contract is again brought before us. We know it by heart now.
Students say chef must have an awful crust, the way he charges for bread
Mass meeting. Lots of pep. Alumni back to help in cheers, etc.
Conn. Aggies defeat us, 7-0. Lots of spirit and a good crowd.
We recover from defeat and pay oflf bets.
Life here isn't what it used to be. Where are our blankets and shirts. Claude? We
Football brought to a close.
Assembly, "Sleep, it is a gentle thing, beloved from pole to pole."
The Glee Club practice "The Worms Were Digging in Earnest, Poor Earnest."
Capr. Hammond has read the Bible and promises next Tuesday that all those who are
downtrodden and heavy laden he will give them REST,
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Students' Lamps Flash Lights
Electric Flats ;
and Other Selected Appliances at Lowest Prices
; The Electric Shop
NARRAGANSETT PIER ELECTRIC LIGHT AND
POWER COMPANY
WAKEFIELD. R. 1.
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CALENDAR
NOVEMBER (Continued )
24. Debate: 'Resolved. That the co-eds are not to be taken at their face value," The
affirmative have it.
2S. Gob Edwards says rabbits multiply, but it takes a snake to be an adder,
26. Prof. Phillips says wives are like umpires they think we are not safe when we are out.
27. We prepare to go home on Turkey Day.
28. Behold, vacation starts,
DECEMBER
3. We return aK.iin
4. It rainv hcna' no drill I'ine, Claude,
5. Scholarship C.iip .iw.irded at assembly. Mourning oil recommended.
6. Prof. Churchill losis his book, hence jokes are a minus quantity. What .say?
7. Eish Keaney says those gol ding bones. Basketball team defeats New Bedford.
8, Basketball team gets going in good shape.
9. We sleep and recall that vacation comes soon.
10, We petition faculty for extra weeks vacation.
II. Drill,
12. We get our extra week, thanks to the faculty. They were young once. too. I guess.
1 V We prepare to leave.
14, We leave for Christmas recess. See you later,
JANUARY. 1924
2. We shake again and recall experiences.
1, Wc pay bills after earning some cold cash during the vacation,
4. Delta Tau Lambda meets.
S. Day studenis go home in "The Covered Wagon" led by the "Black Oxen,"
6. No chicken, but real turkey. How come, chef? Keep it up.
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ICE CREAM TOBACCO CANDY
The New College Shop
GEORGE J MELISOTTE. PROP.
REGULAR DINNERS
STEAKS CHOPS
South County
Stop at
Kenyon's Department
Store
Wakefield. R. I.
( omplimcnls ot
Wakefield
Lumber Company
Wakefield, Rhode Island
L Lumber Coal
Building Materials Qrain
J
It'
Aldrich-Eldredge
Company
Wholesale Qrocers
PROVIDENCE. R. 1.
Good Buildings
Deserve
Good Hardware
We specialize in attractive and service
able hardware. Corbin quality for your
house Stanley hinges and hardware for
your garage or barn.
We invite you to bring your Archi
tect and Contractor and make free use of
our display room in the selection of your
hardware, asking only the privilege of
BELCHER &LOOMICHARDWARE CO. ]
PROVIDENCE. RHODE ISLAND
Specializing
ill the liind of
SHOES
COLLEGE
MEN
LIKE
HOSIERY TOO!
nsUT .in.l Dorr.iii Strc
Providence. R, 1.
George R. Partelow
Lunch Room
BANANA PIE SPECIALTY'
Columbia Corner. Wakefield. R. I.
WILLIAM R. MAIN
Jeweler
Griffin Bldg. Wakefield. R. 1.
IL,
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Lewis Farms
THE HOME OF LEWIS' LAYERS
H. R. LEWIS. '07. Owner
Davisville Rhode Island
^^
Pullets
'
Pedigree Poultry Breeders Breeding Stock
CALENDAR
JANUARY^ (Conlinued)
Prof. Cogdins issues edicl. "They Shall Not Pass."
Drill Where are our blankets.' Its gelling cold.
Bible talk. When the Israelites were ill. Moses went upon Mount Sit
down ten tablets.
Tweedell plays basketball.
Frosh play basketball and fraternity games. 'Varsity defeats Clark
We walk around Ihe countryside. Nothing stirring.
Red Smith buys cigarettes.
Basketball team gets stiff workout
We lose to Clark. How come. I'rank?
Rifle team wins from University of Nebraska.
Freshmen defeat Central Falls. 45-27.
The Chi O's have "hog dog" roast.
We tay abed. Some attend church.
Basketball team listens to lecture. A word to the wise is sufficient.
Mid-year's will soon be here. Prepare to pack trunks.
Profs tell of conferences held recently. Who was awake?
RiHe team scores again: defeats Missouri.
Interfraternity games.
Tip" eats in the cafeteria.
Finals are beginning lo ring in our ears.
The day before.
Finals start.
Finals still going strong and prove quite popular (.')
Why finals' is the question We don't get a chance to shave, even.
FEBRUARY
Almosl done.
Finals all over. The angry mob rush for train and go home and rec
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WILCOX'S GARAGE
Autos for Hire
LONG DISTANCE TRIPS SOLICITED
PRICES RIGHT
1
We meet all Traina
Telephone 198-J-14 West Kingston. R. I.
DAY AND NIGHT SERVICE
Lombardozzi Company
Makers of
Distinctive Clothes
1 I 2 Mathewson Street
Providenee. R. I.
rclcphoncs Gaspee 240-241
PINE & HOFFMAN
745 Westminster Street
Providence. R. I.
nts. Oils. Varnishes. Kyanizc.
Shellacs. Window Glass.
Paint Supplies
Cotrell & Leonard
Albany. N. Y.
CAPS
GOWN^S
HOODS
FOR ALL DEGREES
Selective Materials -Reasonable
Prices
Perfect Workmanship
Intercollegiate Bureau of AcadciT
THE OXFORD PRESS
enjoyed Printinj^ the Grist
this year
and because we really get a
lot of fun working with the
students, the list of School
and College Annuals that
they bring to us for printing
grows larger each year.
For Instance
Our experience with this
class of publications enables
US to be of unusual service to
those contemplating a Year
Book for the first time. Bring
your problems to us.
THE OXFORD PRESS
The Complete Printing Plant
Telephone
BROAD 4563 liROAD 6499
CORNER PUBLIC AND TEMPLE STREETS
Providence Rhode Island
Kl
11751
Appreciation
rHIS book is publishedlargely through our
advertisers. They have,
through their co-operation.
evidenced a material inter
est in Rhode Island State
College and its students.
Let us make their invest
ment worth while.
n
Patronize Our Advertisers
index to Advertisers
7
;1M
Aldnch-Eldretige Co
Barrett. W. E
Beacon. The .
Belcher Loomis
Bickford Engraving Co
Braley 8 McLaughlin
Brown. Archie
Brown 8 Sharpc
Brownell a Field Co
Browning. King Co.
Cashman. John F
Claflin. Geo. L
Cotrell 8 Leonard
Douglas. W. L
Dreyfus Hotel ,
Elite Orchestra .
Fearney. J, T. 8 Son
Harris Oil Co
Hawxhurst. O. B. 8 Son
Kennedy Co.
Kenyon's Department Stoi
Kingston Hill Store
Lombardozzi Co.
Main. W. R.
Mail ; Ice Cre
Marcus. Joseph 8 Co
Melisotte. Geo. J.
Narragansett Pier Light and Pow
Narragansett Times ,
Oxford Press
Partelow. Geo. R.
Peace Dale Opera House
Peirce. Thomas F. 8 Son
Pine 8 Hoffman
Rhode Island State College
Sheldon Furniture Co
Tilden-Thurber Co.
Uti Tbe
Vaughn. I,. 8 Co
Wakefield Lumber Co
Wakefield Trust Co.
Waldorf Clothing Co.
Warwick Bottling Works
Whaley's Toggery Shop
White Studio. The
Whiting. Harold
Wilcoxs Garage
Winchester Stores
Young. Geo, F. 8 Bro
i^!





